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HÖCHSTE SICHERHEIT UND
ZUVERLÄSSIGKEIT.
KIROW TRANSPORTER SETZEN MASSSTÄBE.

SCHLACKENTRANSPORT.
SLAG TAURUS –
DIE SICHERHEIT STEHT AN ERSTER STELLE.

XL SAFETY
Nicht ohne Grund hat die Betriebssicherheit in der
Transportlogistik im Stahlwerk oberste Priorität. Nur
wenn Transportsysteme unter extremen Bedingungen
sicher und zuverlässig funktionieren, sind sie wirklich
wirtschaftlich. Rationalisierungsmaßnahmen, nur um
Kosten zu sparen, sind in diesem Zusammenhang wenig hilfreich. Es geht darum, dass auch unter Zeitdruck
die Sicherheit der Mitarbeiter und Anlagen gewährleistet wird und Fehler, die zu Unfällen führen können,
praktisch ausgeschlossen sind.
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Kirow hat daher im Stahlwerksumfeld besonderes
Augenmerk auf das Zusammenspiel von Mensch
und Maschine gelegt. Das Steuerungskonzept der
Kirow Transporter schließt Fehlbedienungen bereits
im Vorfeld weitestgehend aus. Zum Beispiel werden
Lasthebefunktionen elektronisch überwacht. Gerne
entwickeln wir Ihr kundenspezifisches Sicherheitspaket zur Unterstützung Ihrer Fahrer. Kirow Transporter
stehen für sicheren Betrieb.
ZUVERLÄSSIGKEIT IST DIE BASIS
VERNÜNFTIGEN HANDELNS
Ein Stahlwerksstillstand ist für jeden Betreiber eine
höchst kritische Situation, vor allem unter Berücksichtigung möglicher Folgekosten. Richtigerweise dürfen bei
der Standfestigkeit und Zuverlässigkeit der Transporter
im extrem harten Dreischichtbetrieb 24 Stunden pro
Tag und 365 Tage im Jahr keine Kompromisse gemacht werden.

TECHNISCHE PARTNERSCHAFT VON
ANFANG AN
Eine faire und nachhaltige Partnerschaft beginnt lange
vor der Vertragsunterzeichnung!

Der Slag Taurus ist der Marktführer im Bereich
Schlackentransport. Seine Eigenschaften sprechen
für sich:

Gemeinsam mit Ihnen erarbeiten unsere Experten
maßgeschneiderte, bedarfsorientierte Lösungen. Wir
beleuchten gerne die jeweils Stahlwerk-spezifischen
Schnittstellen zum Fahrzeug und bringen dann unser
in hunderten von Anwendungen gesammeltes praktisches Wissen bei der Lösungsfindung mit ein. Trotzdem entwickeln wir uns mit unseren Kunden in jedem
neuen Projekt weiter. Kundenspezifische Konzepte und
Standardisierung auf Basis bewährter Komponenten
sind dabei kein Widerspruch, sondern Zeichen unseres
breiten Querschnittwissens.

ABSOLUTE SICHERHEIT
Mit dem „Kirow Integrated Safety System“ (KISS)
haben wir das Thema Sicherheit im Schlackentransport
neu definiert.
–– Eine robuste und zuverlässige Industriesteuerung
überwacht die Fahrzeugfunktionen zentral und
beugt wirksam Fehlbedienungen vor.
–– Ein Farbgrafikdisplay informiert über den aktuellen Fahrzeugstatus und gibt Hinweise zu freigegebenen bzw. aktuell blockierten Funktionen.
–– Eine Lastanzeige informiert den Fahrer über die
aktuelle Lastsituation.
–– Eine aktive Überlastsicherung schützt Fahrer und
Fahrzeug bei kritischen Lasten.

In der Angebotsphase unterstützen Sie unsere Experten mit Untersuchungen bezüglich Ihrer Fahrwege,
Aufnahmepositionen, zur Kippsituation am Schlackenbeet oder bieten konzeptionelle Beratung rund um das
Thema Schlackenkübel.

Umfangreiche Sicherheitspakete wie Kamerasysteme
und Feuerlöschanlagen machen den Slag Taurus noch
sicherer.

Selbstverständlich stehen wir unseren Kunden auch
nach Auslieferung mit Rat und Tat zur Seite. Sei es für
eine schnelle Fehlersuche mit unseren Experten, für
Ersatzteile, Fahrzeugüberprüfungen, Nachschulungen
und Trainingsmaßnahmen oder Serviceeinsätze bei
Reparaturen. Wir stehen bereit.
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ZUVERLÄSSIGKEIT
Der Slag Taurus ist durch seinen hohen Standardisierungsgrad extrem ausfallsicher, felderprobt und zuverlässig, auch nach Jahren im Einsatz. Seine Robustheit
ist sprichwörtlich. Zahlreiche Kunden haben das mit
Folgeaufträgen honoriert.
LEBENSZYKLUSKOSTEN
Die Lebenszykluskosten werden nur zu einem geringen Teil durch die Investitionskosten bestimmt. Viel
wichtiger sind die Betriebskosten über die Lebensdauer des Fahrzeugs.
Hier gilt: Qualität macht sich auf Dauer bezahlt. Ein
Beispiel für die hohe Zuverlässigkeit und geringe
Lebenszykluskosten ist die Knicklenkung von
Caterpillar. Sie besitzt Standzeiten von über 20.000
Stunden – ohne Stillstand.
Durch konservative Tragwerksauslegung, hohe Standzeiten der Komponenten, hohe Ersatzteil- und Serviceverfügbarkeit und somit niedrige Betriebs- und Reparaturkosten und durch die damit verbundene hohe
Produktivität amortisiert sich der Slag Taurus bereits
innerhalb der ersten Einsatzjahre. Die konkurrenzlos
niedrigen Lebenszykluskosten resultieren aus der
Fokussierung des Slag Taurus auf Sicherheit und
Zuverlässigkeit.
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Wir sind uns dieser Verantwortung bewusst. Das
beginnt bei der durchweg konservativen Auslegung
des Fahrzeugrahmens und geht weiter mit der ausschließlichen Verwendung erstklassiger Komponenten,
die sich bereits über Jahre in zahlreichen Stahlwerksanwendungen weltweit bewährt haben. Kirow Transporter haben sich in der Praxis bewährt und sich in den
vergangenen Jahrzehnten bei vielen Referenzkunden
den Ruf einer hervorragenden Zuverlässigkeit durch
Leistung erarbeitet. Der erste 1997 ausgelieferte
Transporter dreht nach wie vor mit dem originalen
Stahlbau fleißig seine Runden.
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Slag Taurus: ausgewählte Sicherheitsausstattungen
1.
Umfangreiche Beleuchtung und Warnleuchten
2.
Großflächiges Schutzdach
3.
Ergonomische Aufstiege und Geländer
4.
Feuerlöschanlagen/Feuerlöscher
5.
Notkoppelung für Hydraulik
6.
Rückseite Schutzdach mit Drahtglasscheibe, 		
Lamellensichtfenster und Fluchtweg

6 Der Slag Taurus: Sicherheit geht vor!

MOBILER ROHEISENTRANSPORT.
PLATZSPAREND UND EFFIZIENT:
DIE NEUE ART, ROHEISEN ZU TRANSPORTIEREN.
8 MULTI MOVER M UND Y
Das mobile Roheisenhandlingsystem von Kirow minimiert Investitions-, Betriebs- und Energiekosten bei
höchstmöglicher Flexibilität.
MOBILITÄT ERMÖGLICHT EINZIGARTIGE
ARBEITSWEISE
Das mobile Roheisenhandlingsystem von Kirow ist die
effizienteste Methode, Roheisen vom Hochofen zum
Konverter zu transportieren.
Es besteht aus:
–– drei gummibereiften Multi Mover M zum Transport
kompletter Roheisenpfannen vom Hochofen zum
Konverter
–– einem kompakten mobilen Gießkran Multi Mover
Y zum Kaltmachen des Roheisens in der Nähe
des Hochofens
–– einer Betonplatte, die Hochofen und Konverter
verbindet
Mittels Fernbedienung gesteuert fahren die Multi Mover einfach über die Betonplatte zum Konverter. Das
System zeichnet sich durch minimalen Platzbedarf aus.
Komplexe Schienensysteme für Transportwagen und
Gießkrane entfallen.
BEWÄHRTES SYSTEM MIT HOHER
ZUVERLÄSSIGKEIT UND SICHERHEIT
Das mobile Roheisenhandlingsystem von Kirow läuft
seit mehreren Jahren bei TKCSA und Posco Krakatau
zuverlässig im Dreischichtbetrieb.
Erstklassige Komponenten, ein ausgeklügelter Hitzeschutz und eine großzügige Auslegung des Stahl- und
Maschinenbaus für Dauerbetrieb sind hierfür die Garanten. Der Antrieb und die Steuerung wurden zudem
redundant realisiert, sodass selbst im unwahrscheinlichen Falle eines Ausfalls eines Antriebes oder einer
Steuerung das Fahrzeug weiter gefahren werden kann.
Wie bei allen Kirow Transportern steht selbstverständlich die Sicherheit des Bedieners bei der Entwicklung
der Fahrzeuge an erster Stelle. Beispielsweise wird der
Multi Mover mit Überlastsicherung und Feuerlöschanlage geliefert.

6 Das Sicherheitssystem des Slag Taurus

PALETTENLOGISTIK.
GERINGE TRANSPORTKOSTEN DURCH
VIELSEITIGKEIT UND EFFIZIENZ.

NIEDRIGE INVESTITIONSKOSTEN BEI
HOHER FLEXIBILITÄT
Konkurrenzlos niedrige Investitionskosten für Fahrzeuge und Gießkran im Vergleich zu der großen erforderlichen Anzahl von Torpedowagen und einem unflexiblen stationären Gießkran, der günstigen Betonplatte
im Vergleich zu den kostspieligen Schienenwegen für
Wagen und Kran sowie der deutlich kleineren benötigten Fläche.

Die Transportaufgaben in Stahlwerken sind sehr vielfältig. Es gilt u. a. Schrott, Brammen, Bleche, Coils oder
Stabmaterial sicher und schnell zu bewegen. Dabei
darf der Stahlwerksbetrieb nicht beeinträchtigt werden.
Die Palettenlogistik hakt exakt an dieser Stelle ein. Sie
ermöglicht es, den Beladevorgang unabhängig vom
Fahrzeug durchzuführen. Durch jeweils auf das Ladegut abgestimmte Paletten kann ein Transporter unterschiedlichste Güter verfahren. Eine Entscheidung für
ein Kirow Palettensystem ist daher eine Entscheidung
für eine flexible, zukunftssichere Logistik.

Bei den Projekten TKCSA und Posco Krakatau wurden
Einsparungen bei den Investitionskosten in Höhe von
ca. 70 % realisiert.

Wir haben zwei Fahrzeugtypen zur Auswahl: zum einen
den Kirow Multi Mover, der sich durch die modulare
Bauweise besonders für hohe Lasten über 200 Tonnen auszeichnet, zum anderen den Kirow Multi Flexus,
der für den Bereich bis 200 Tonnen vielfältige Einsatzmöglichkeiten bietet.

Erweiterungen sind einfacher und kostengünstiger
möglich. Insbesondere im Vergleich zu schienengebundenen Transportsystemen.
KONKURRENZLOS NIEDRIGE
BETRIEBS- UND WARTUNGSKOSTEN
Pfannen, die mit dem Multi Mover transportiert werden,
weisen ein deutlich höheres Temperaturniveau des
Roheisens beim Einfüllen in den Konverter auf als das
Roheisen in Pfannen, das auf schienengebundenen
Systemen transportiert wird. Für die Stahlerzeugung
muss dem Roheisen deshalb nach dem Transport
signifikant weniger Energie zugeführt werden.

8 MULTI MOVER
GEHT ES UM HÖCHSTMÖGLICHE WENDIGKEIT
AUF KLEINEM RAUM, SO IST DER MULTI MOVER
DAS IDEALE SYSTEM.
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Umfangreiche Schutzabdeckungen
Notabstiegsleiter
Kamerasysteme
Vorbereitung für feuerfeste Ausmauerung
Geschützte Rohrleitungen
Kettenschutz für Hinterachse
Gekapselte Abstützung

6 Der Slag Taurus U/U-Rahmen-Bauweise

8 MULTI FLEXUS
ZWEI BAUFORMEN FÜR EIN HÖCHSTMASS
AN FLEXIBILITÄT.
Multi Flexus bezeichnet ein knickgelenktes Fahrzeugkonzept mit hydromechanischem Antrieb. Der
logistische Vorteil liegt wie beim Multi Mover in der
fahrzeugunabhängigen Beladung.

BEWEGLICHKEIT
Pendelachsen, hydraulischer Hubausgleich sowie
mehrere unabhängig angetriebene Drehgestelle ermöglichen den sicheren Betrieb auch in schwierigem
Gelände. Unebene Untergründe, wie auf Schrott- und
Lagerplätzen üblich, werden vom Kirow Multi Mover
mit großen EM-Rädern oder SE-Vollreifen souverän
gemeistert.

Der Multi Flexus F transportiert unterfahrbare Paletten.
Anwendungen mit Kippmulden für Schrott, für Halbfertigprodukte wie Brammen, Bleche sowie Coils und für
den Ladetransport sind möglich. Zusätzlich bietet sich
auch die Möglichkeit, Anlagenbauteile wie beispielsweise einen Tundish zur Neuzustellung zu fahren.
Der Multi Flexus D transportiert kleinere Nutzlasten,
dies aber in einer unübertroffenen Bandbreite. Schrotttransport in Schurren oder Mulden, Zunder, Schlämme,
Coils, Brammenendstücke, Filterstäube und Müllcontainer sind nur einige Anwendungsbeispiele. Die Mulden
oder Flachpaletten werden dabei direkt vom Boden
aufgenommen und sind in der Herstellung äußerst
günstig und immens variabel. Selbstverständlich verfügt der Multi Flexus D auch über eine Kippvorrichtung.

DAS SYSTEM FÜR HOHE LASTDICHTEN
Der Multi Mover ist relativ zur Tragfähigkeit extrem
kompakt. Beispielsweise weist ein 280-Tonner lediglich
vier Achslinien auf, er baut damit ausgesprochen kurz
und ist folglich für hohe Lastdichten prädestiniert. Dies
garantiert Ihnen höchste Umschlagleistungen.
KUNDENSPEZIFISCHE LÖSUNGEN
Der Multi Mover-Komponentenbaukasten, bestehend
aus Drehgestellen, Power Pack und Hoch- bzw. Niederflurkabine, wird kundenspezifisch konfiguriert,
sodass eine maßgeschneiderte Lösung für Ihre Transportaufgabe entsteht. Dabei bleiben Ihnen die Vorteile
des Baukastengedankens, wie bewährte Technik und
kurzfristige Ersatzteilverfügbarkeit, selbstverständlich
erhalten.
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6 Multi Mover M beim Schrottkorbtransport
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VIELFÄLTIGE NUTZUNGSMÖGLICHKEITEN –
ERWEITERBARES SYSTEM
Durch verschiedene Bauformen des Multi Flexus
stehen Ihnen viele unterschiedliche Nutzungsmöglichkeiten für die ganze Bandbreite Ihrer Transportanwendungen offen.
Änderungen oder Erweiterungen der Transportaufgaben sind für den Multi Flexus kein Problem. Durch
gleichbleibende Paletten- bzw. Muldenschnittstellenmaße ist das System schnell, einfach und kostengünstig erweiterbar.
LEISTUNGSSTARK AUF ENGSTEM RAUM
Ein Beispiel: Ein Multi Flexus F ersetzt im Schrotttransport drei konventionelle LKWs bei deutlich geringerem
Bedarf an Fahrpersonal. Zudem ist die Umschlagsleistung deutlich höher, da das Fahrzeug nicht warten
muss, bis es beladen ist.
Konventionelle Truck-Trailersysteme sind im Vergleich
dazu deutlich unflexibler. Zu den Nachteilen beim Rangieren, wie schlechtere Sicht bei der Rückwärtsfahrt,
kommen lästige Rüstzeiten beim Wechsel des Trailers
oder der Medienverbindung, wie beispielsweise der
Hydraulik und Elektrik, hinzu.
BEWÄHRTE TECHNIK DES SLAG TAURUS
Die seit Jahren beim Slag Taurus erprobte und bewährte Technik kommt auch im Multi Flexus zum Einsatz. Der Triebkopf mit hydromechanischem Fahrantrieb, die Knicklenkung mit höchster Standzeit sowie
ein robuster Stahlbau für extreme Langlebigkeit
zeichnen auch den Multi Flexus aus und machen ihn
zu einem echten Kirow.

6 Multi Flexus F beim Einfahren in Kippmulde

WENDIGKEIT DURCH DREHGESTELLLENKUNG
Die Kirow Multi Mover sind mit frei lenkbaren Drehgestellen ausgestattet. Das macht sie extrem wendig,
auch bei beengten Platzverhältnissen.

Dies bedeutet geringere Energiekosten im Stahlerzeugungsprozess. Dieser Vorteil resultiert daraus, dass
vollständig gefüllte Roheisenpfannen direkt und auf
kurzem Weg vom Hochofen zum Konverter gefahren
werden. Im Vergleich zu Torpedowagen entfällt das
zeitaufwändige Umfüllen. Zudem sind die Transportzeiten mit mobilem Gerät deutlich kürzer als beim
Verfahren, Rangieren und Warten des Roheisens im
Torpedowagen auf dem Schienennetz.
Weiterhin weist das mobile System sehr geringe Wartungskosten auf. Die kurzen Wege auf einer robusten
Betonplatte verhalten sich ausgesprochen positiv im
Vergleich zu den Unterhaltskosten für ein wartungsintensives weitläufiges Schienennetz.
All dies macht ein mobiles Roheisenhandlingsystem
von Kirow zu einer zukunftssicheren Investition.
Straße schlägt Schiene!
6 Multi Mover Y bei der Übergabe der Roheisenpfanne an den Multi Mover M

6 Flexible Einsatzmöglichkeiten durch das Palettensystem

6 Multi Mover M beim Flachmaterialtransport

6 Höchste Wendigkeit auf kleinstem Raum durch einen Lenkeinschlag von bis zu 90° der Knicklenkung

6 Multi Flexus D beim Kippen von Schwerschrott

KIROW
STEEL MILL

XL SAFETY

MAXIMUM SAFETY AND RELIABILITY.
KIROW TRANSPORTERS SET STANDARDS.

SLAG TRANSPORT.
SLAG TAURUS – SAFETY FIRST AND FOREMOST.

XL SAFETY
It is not without reason that operational safety in transport logistics at steelworks is a top priority. Only if transport systems work safely and reliably under extreme
conditions can they really be economical. Rationalising
things just to cut costs in that area is ill-advised. It is
essential that the safety of workers and equipment
can be guaranteed even under time pressure and that
mistakes that can lead to accidents are practically
excluded.

8 SLAG TAURUS

That is why Kirow places special emphasis on the
interplay between people and machinery in the steelworks environment. The control concept used for Kirow
transporters almost completely eliminates the possibility of incorrect operation from the outset. For example,
load-lifting functions are electronically monitored. We
can develop customised safety packages to support
our customers’ drivers. Kirow transporters are known
for their safe operation.
RELIABILITY IS THE BASIS OF SENSIBLE ACTION
A plant standstill is an extremely critical situation for
any steelworks operator, especially in view of the
potential costs it can incur. It is right not to compromise
when it comes to the durability and reliability of transporters that work under extremely tough three-shift
conditions for 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

TECHNICAL PARTNERSHIP FROM THE OUTSET
A fair and lasting partnership begins long before contracts are signed.

The Slag Taurus is the market leader in the field of
slag transport. Its properties and features speak for
themselves:

Together with you, our experts can draw up tailor-made
solutions to meet your needs. We will gladly examine
the vehicle interfaces particular to your steelworks and
apply their practical knowledge in identifying solutions
which we have gathered over the course of hundreds
of applications. And we keep on developing with every
new project and with all of our customers. Custom
concepts do not necessarily contradict the process of
standardisation using proven components; rather this
approach is proof of our far-reaching knowledge.

ABSOLUTE SAFETY
We have redefined safety in slag transport with our
KISS (Kirow Integrated Safety System).
–– A tough, reliable industrial control unit monitors the
vehicle’s functions centrally and effectively prevents incorrect operation.
–– A colour graphic display shows the latest vehicle
status and provides information on functions that
are available or currently blocked.
–– A load display informs the driver of the current
load situation.
–– An active overload protection system protects the
driver and vehicle under critical loads.

During the offer phase our experts will assist you by
making suggestions about your driving routes and
pick-up positions and the tipping situation at the dumping area, as well as providing conceptual advice about
slag pots.
And of course we are available to our customers for
help and advice once we have delivered our product.
Whether you need our experts to identify a fault quickly
or you need spare parts, vehicle inspections, after-sale
training and coaching, or you require a repair service –
we are always on call.

Comprehensive safety packages such as camera
systems and fire-extinguishing equipment make the
Slag Taurus even safer.

We are aware of this responsibility. To us, it begins with
a highly conservative vehicle frame design and encompasses the exclusive use of top-class components
that have already proven themselves over years in
numerous steelworks applications. Kirow transporters
have demonstrated their worth in practice and earned
themselves a reputation for outstanding reliability over
past decades among numerous big-name customers.
The first ever transporter, delivered in 1997, is still busy
doing its rounds with its original steel structure.
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6 The Slag Taurus’ safety system

PALLET LOGISTICS.
VERSATILITY AND EFFICIENCY
FOR LOW TRANSPORT COSTS.

8 MULTI MOVER M AND Y

Transport tasks in steelworks can be very diverse.
Scrap, slabs, sheet metal, coils and rods all need to
be moved safely and quickly. And none of that can be
allowed to impede the operation of the steelworks.

It consists of:
–– Three rubber-tyred Multi Mover M units for transporting complete pig-iron ladles from the blast
furnace to the converter.
–– A compact Multi Mover Y mobile ladle crane for
cooling the pig iron near the blast furnace.
–– A concrete plate which connects blast furnace and
converter
Controlled remotely, the Multi Movers simply drive
across the concrete plate to the converter. This
system requires minimal space – no more complex rail
systems for transport cars or ladle cranes.
PROVEN SYSTEM FEATURING HIGH RELIABILITY
AND SAFETY
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system has been running in three-shift operation for many years at TKCSA
and Posco Krakatau.
Top-level components, ingenious heat protection and
generously designed steel structures and machinery
for non-stop operation are what guarantee its reliability. Its drive and control systems are designed
redundantly so that in the unlikely event of a drive or
controller failure, the vehicle can keep moving.

This is precisely where pallet logistics come in. Using
pallets enables loading to take place without the vehicle being present. Pallets that match all the different
kinds of goods being loaded can all be moved around
using just one transporter. To choose a Kirow pallet
system is to opt for flexible, future-proof logistics.

Approximately 70% was saved on investment costs in
the TKCSA and Posco Krakatau projects.
Upgrades are easier and cheaper – especially compared with rail-bound transport systems.

We have a choice of two types of vehicle. Firstly, there
is the Kirow Multi Mover whose modular design makes
it suitable for heavy loads of over 200 tonnes and, secondly, there is the Kirow Multi Flexus which can be used
in many different ways for loads of up to 200 tonnes.

UNBEATABLY LOW OPERATING AND
MAINTENANCE COSTS
The pig iron in the ladles transported by the Multi
Movers is much hotter when put into the converter
than it is coming off a rail-bound system. That means
significantly less energy has to be put into the pig iron
for the production of steel.

8 MULTI MOVER

THE MULTI MOVER IS THE IDEAL SYSTEM
WHEN MAXIMUM MANOEUVRABILITY IS REQUIRED IN SMALL SPACES.

That in turn means lower energy costs in the steelmaking process because completely full pig-iron ladles
can be driven directly and by the shortest route from
the blast furnace to the converter. The time-consuming decanting process required for torpedo cars is eliminated. Transport times using mobile equipment are
also much less than for moving, shunting and servicing
the pig iron in torpedo cars on a rail network.

With a conservatively designed load-bearing structure,
components with high service lives, high spare-part
and service availability and low operating and repair
costs (therefore high productivity) – the Slag Taurus
pays for itself within just a few years of use. Unbeatably low life-cycle costs have been achieved because
the Slag Taurus focuses on safety and reliability.

6 The Slag Taurus P
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MOBILE PIG IRON TRANSPORT.
SPACE-SAVING AND EFFICIENT –
THE NEW WAY OF TRANSPORTING PIG IRON.

MOBILITY FACILITATES UNIQUE WORKING
METHODS
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system is the most
efficient method of transporting pig iron from blast
furnace to converter.

That is why, we feel, quality pays off in the long run.
Our Caterpillar articulated steering is an example of
the kind of reliability that reduces life-cycle costs. It
has a service life of more than 20,000 non-stop hours.

6

6 The Slag Taurus: safety comes first!

Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system minimises investment, operation and energy costs while providing
maximum flexibility.

LIFE-CYCLE COSTS
Investment costs make up only a small part of lifecycle costs when considering a purchase. Operating
costs throughout a vehicle’s lifespan are much more
important to consider.
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Slag Taurus: selected safety features
1.
Comprehensive lighting and warning lamps
2.
Large protection canopy
3.
Ergonomic ascents and railings
4.
Fire-extinguishing systems / extinguishers
5.
Emergency hydraulic linkage
6.
Rear side of protection canopy featuring wire-reinforced glass, 		
louvre windows and escape route

LOW INVESTMENT COSTS, HIGHER FLEXIBILITY
More benefits: unbeatably low investment costs for
vehicles and ladle crane compared with the numerous
torpedo cars required and an inflexible stationary ladle
crane; a cost-effective concrete plate as opposed to
costly tracks for cars and crane; and much less space
required.

RELIABILITY
The Slag Taurus is extremely fail-safe, field-tested and
reliable – even after years of use, on account of its
high level of standardisation. Its durability is legendary
and numerous customers have demonstrated that by
reordering.
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Numerous protective covers
Emergency descent ladder
Camera systems
Preparation for refractory lining
Protected pipes
Chain guard for rear axle
Encapsulated outriggers

6 The Slag Taurus U with U-frame steel structure

8 MULTI FLEXUS
TWO VERSIONS FOR MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
Multi Flexus is an articulated steering vehicle concept
with hydromechanical drive. Its logistical advantage is,
as with the Multi Mover, that loading can take place
independently of the vehicle.

MOBILITY
Pendulum axles, hydraulic axle load compensation as
well as multiple, independently driven bogies facilitate
safe operation even on difficult terrain. Uneven surfaces, such as those commonly encountered in scrap
and storage yards, are mastered with ease by the
Kirow Multi Mover and its big earth mover or super-elastic solid tyres.

The Multi Flexus F transports pallets that can be picked
up from below. It can handle applications involving
skips for scrap, semi-finished products such as slabs,
sheet metal and coils, as well as ladle transport. It can
also be used to carry plant components such as a
newly delivered tundish.

THE SYSTEM FOR HIGH LOAD DENSITIES
The Multi Mover is extremely compact considering how
much it can carry. For example, a 280-tonner has only
four axle lines which makes it exceedingly short and
therefore suited to high load densities. This guarantees
you maximum handling performance.

The Multi Flexus D transports smaller loads and is
unbeatable in its flexibility. Scrap transport in chutes
and skips, tinder, slurry, coils, slab end pieces, filter
dust, waste containers – these are but a few examples
of applications. Ladles and flat pallets are lifted directly
off the floor and are extremely economical to manufacture as well as immensely versatile. And of course,
the Multi Flexus D also has a tipping system.

CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS
The Multi Mover component modules consist of bogies,
power pack and over- and under-floor cabins, all of
which are configured according to customers’ requirements, giving them tailor-made solutions for their transport jobs. At the same time, they can enjoy the benefits
of a modular system, such as proven technology and
fast spare-parts availability.

6 Multi Mover M transporting a scrap basket
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MULTIPLE USES – EXTENDABLE SYSTEM
Because the Multi Flexus comes in various different
versions, there are many different ways you can use it
to fulfil all of your transport tasks.
It is easy to change and extend your transport activities if you have a Multi Flexus. This system can be
extended quickly, easily and cheaply while retaining the
same pallet and ladle interface dimensions.
THE POWER TO PERFORM IN SMALL SPACES
An example: a Multi Flexus F can replace three conventional trucks for the transport of scrap while requiring fewer people to drive it. Its handling capacity is also
much greater, since the vehicle does not have to wait
until it is loaded.
Conventional truck and trailer systems are much less
flexible. There are drawbacks in manoeuvring, such as
poor rear visibility, as well as inconvenient waiting while
trailers are changed and services such as hydraulics
and electrics are connected.
PROVEN TECHNOLOGY FROM THE SLAG TAURUS
The technology that has been proving itself for years
in the Slag Taurus is also used in the Multi Flexus. A
prime mover with hydromechanical drive, articulated
steering with an extremely long service life, strong steel
construction giving the vehicle extra durability – all of
these feature in the Multi Flexus as well, making it a
genuine Kirow through and through.

6 Multi Flexus F driving in beneath a skip

BOGIE STEERING FOR MANOEUVRABILITY
The Kirow Multi Mover is equipped with fully steerable
bogies making it extremely manoeuvrable, even when
space is tight.

The mobile system also has very low maintenance
costs. Short distances on a strong concrete plate compare very positively indeed with the cost of servicing a
high-maintenance rail network.
All this makes the Kirow mobile pig-iron handling
system a future-proof investment.
Road beats rail!

As with all Kirow transporters, the operator’s safety
has been placed first during the vehicle’s development.
The Multi Mover, for instance, is supplied with overload
protection and a fire-extinguishing system.

6 A Multi Mover Y transferring a pig-iron ladle to the Multi Mover M

6 Pallet system means flexible applications

6 Multi Mover M transporting flat material

6 Ultimate manoeuvrability in small spaces with a steering lock of up to 90° achieved by articulated steering

6 Multi Flexus D tipping heavy scrap
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MAXIMUM SAFETY AND RELIABILITY.
KIROW TRANSPORTERS SET STANDARDS.

SLAG TRANSPORT.
SLAG TAURUS – SAFETY FIRST AND FOREMOST.

XL SAFETY
It is not without reason that operational safety in transport logistics at steelworks is a top priority. Only if transport systems work safely and reliably under extreme
conditions can they really be economical. Rationalising
things just to cut costs in that area is ill-advised. It is
essential that the safety of workers and equipment
can be guaranteed even under time pressure and that
mistakes that can lead to accidents are practically
excluded.

8 SLAG TAURUS

That is why Kirow places special emphasis on the
interplay between people and machinery in the steelworks environment. The control concept used for Kirow
transporters almost completely eliminates the possibility of incorrect operation from the outset. For example,
load-lifting functions are electronically monitored. We
can develop customised safety packages to support
our customers’ drivers. Kirow transporters are known
for their safe operation.
RELIABILITY IS THE BASIS OF SENSIBLE ACTION
A plant standstill is an extremely critical situation for
any steelworks operator, especially in view of the
potential costs it can incur. It is right not to compromise
when it comes to the durability and reliability of transporters that work under extremely tough three-shift
conditions for 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

TECHNICAL PARTNERSHIP FROM THE OUTSET
A fair and lasting partnership begins long before contracts are signed.

The Slag Taurus is the market leader in the field of
slag transport. Its properties and features speak for
themselves:

Together with you, our experts can draw up tailor-made
solutions to meet your needs. We will gladly examine
the vehicle interfaces particular to your steelworks and
apply their practical knowledge in identifying solutions
which we have gathered over the course of hundreds
of applications. And we keep on developing with every
new project and with all of our customers. Custom
concepts do not necessarily contradict the process of
standardisation using proven components; rather this
approach is proof of our far-reaching knowledge.

ABSOLUTE SAFETY
We have redefined safety in slag transport with our
KISS (Kirow Integrated Safety System).
–– A tough, reliable industrial control unit monitors the
vehicle’s functions centrally and effectively prevents incorrect operation.
–– A colour graphic display shows the latest vehicle
status and provides information on functions that
are available or currently blocked.
–– A load display informs the driver of the current
load situation.
–– An active overload protection system protects the
driver and vehicle under critical loads.

During the offer phase our experts will assist you by
making suggestions about your driving routes and
pick-up positions and the tipping situation at the dumping area, as well as providing conceptual advice about
slag pots.
And of course we are available to our customers for
help and advice once we have delivered our product.
Whether you need our experts to identify a fault quickly
or you need spare parts, vehicle inspections, after-sale
training and coaching, or you require a repair service –
we are always on call.

Comprehensive safety packages such as camera
systems and fire-extinguishing equipment make the
Slag Taurus even safer.

We are aware of this responsibility. To us, it begins with
a highly conservative vehicle frame design and encompasses the exclusive use of top-class components
that have already proven themselves over years in
numerous steelworks applications. Kirow transporters
have demonstrated their worth in practice and earned
themselves a reputation for outstanding reliability over
past decades among numerous big-name customers.
The first ever transporter, delivered in 1997, is still busy
doing its rounds with its original steel structure.
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6 The Slag Taurus’ safety system

PALLET LOGISTICS.
VERSATILITY AND EFFICIENCY
FOR LOW TRANSPORT COSTS.

8 MULTI MOVER M AND Y

Transport tasks in steelworks can be very diverse.
Scrap, slabs, sheet metal, coils and rods all need to
be moved safely and quickly. And none of that can be
allowed to impede the operation of the steelworks.

It consists of:
–– Three rubber-tyred Multi Mover M units for transporting complete pig-iron ladles from the blast
furnace to the converter.
–– A compact Multi Mover Y mobile ladle crane for
cooling the pig iron near the blast furnace.
–– A concrete plate which connects blast furnace and
converter
Controlled remotely, the Multi Movers simply drive
across the concrete plate to the converter. This
system requires minimal space – no more complex rail
systems for transport cars or ladle cranes.
PROVEN SYSTEM FEATURING HIGH RELIABILITY
AND SAFETY
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system has been running in three-shift operation for many years at TKCSA
and Posco Krakatau.
Top-level components, ingenious heat protection and
generously designed steel structures and machinery
for non-stop operation are what guarantee its reliability. Its drive and control systems are designed
redundantly so that in the unlikely event of a drive or
controller failure, the vehicle can keep moving.

This is precisely where pallet logistics come in. Using
pallets enables loading to take place without the vehicle being present. Pallets that match all the different
kinds of goods being loaded can all be moved around
using just one transporter. To choose a Kirow pallet
system is to opt for flexible, future-proof logistics.

Approximately 70% was saved on investment costs in
the TKCSA and Posco Krakatau projects.
Upgrades are easier and cheaper – especially compared with rail-bound transport systems.

We have a choice of two types of vehicle. Firstly, there
is the Kirow Multi Mover whose modular design makes
it suitable for heavy loads of over 200 tonnes and, secondly, there is the Kirow Multi Flexus which can be used
in many different ways for loads of up to 200 tonnes.

UNBEATABLY LOW OPERATING AND
MAINTENANCE COSTS
The pig iron in the ladles transported by the Multi
Movers is much hotter when put into the converter
than it is coming off a rail-bound system. That means
significantly less energy has to be put into the pig iron
for the production of steel.

8 MULTI MOVER

THE MULTI MOVER IS THE IDEAL SYSTEM
WHEN MAXIMUM MANOEUVRABILITY IS REQUIRED IN SMALL SPACES.

That in turn means lower energy costs in the steelmaking process because completely full pig-iron ladles
can be driven directly and by the shortest route from
the blast furnace to the converter. The time-consuming decanting process required for torpedo cars is eliminated. Transport times using mobile equipment are
also much less than for moving, shunting and servicing
the pig iron in torpedo cars on a rail network.

With a conservatively designed load-bearing structure,
components with high service lives, high spare-part
and service availability and low operating and repair
costs (therefore high productivity) – the Slag Taurus
pays for itself within just a few years of use. Unbeatably low life-cycle costs have been achieved because
the Slag Taurus focuses on safety and reliability.

6 The Slag Taurus P
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MOBILE PIG IRON TRANSPORT.
SPACE-SAVING AND EFFICIENT –
THE NEW WAY OF TRANSPORTING PIG IRON.

MOBILITY FACILITATES UNIQUE WORKING
METHODS
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system is the most
efficient method of transporting pig iron from blast
furnace to converter.

That is why, we feel, quality pays off in the long run.
Our Caterpillar articulated steering is an example of
the kind of reliability that reduces life-cycle costs. It
has a service life of more than 20,000 non-stop hours.

6

6 The Slag Taurus: safety comes first!

Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system minimises investment, operation and energy costs while providing
maximum flexibility.

LIFE-CYCLE COSTS
Investment costs make up only a small part of lifecycle costs when considering a purchase. Operating
costs throughout a vehicle’s lifespan are much more
important to consider.

2

Slag Taurus: selected safety features
1.
Comprehensive lighting and warning lamps
2.
Large protection canopy
3.
Ergonomic ascents and railings
4.
Fire-extinguishing systems / extinguishers
5.
Emergency hydraulic linkage
6.
Rear side of protection canopy featuring wire-reinforced glass, 		
louvre windows and escape route

LOW INVESTMENT COSTS, HIGHER FLEXIBILITY
More benefits: unbeatably low investment costs for
vehicles and ladle crane compared with the numerous
torpedo cars required and an inflexible stationary ladle
crane; a cost-effective concrete plate as opposed to
costly tracks for cars and crane; and much less space
required.

RELIABILITY
The Slag Taurus is extremely fail-safe, field-tested and
reliable – even after years of use, on account of its
high level of standardisation. Its durability is legendary
and numerous customers have demonstrated that by
reordering.
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Numerous protective covers
Emergency descent ladder
Camera systems
Preparation for refractory lining
Protected pipes
Chain guard for rear axle
Encapsulated outriggers

6 The Slag Taurus U with U-frame steel structure

8 MULTI FLEXUS
TWO VERSIONS FOR MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
Multi Flexus is an articulated steering vehicle concept
with hydromechanical drive. Its logistical advantage is,
as with the Multi Mover, that loading can take place
independently of the vehicle.

MOBILITY
Pendulum axles, hydraulic axle load compensation as
well as multiple, independently driven bogies facilitate
safe operation even on difficult terrain. Uneven surfaces, such as those commonly encountered in scrap
and storage yards, are mastered with ease by the
Kirow Multi Mover and its big earth mover or super-elastic solid tyres.

The Multi Flexus F transports pallets that can be picked
up from below. It can handle applications involving
skips for scrap, semi-finished products such as slabs,
sheet metal and coils, as well as ladle transport. It can
also be used to carry plant components such as a
newly delivered tundish.

THE SYSTEM FOR HIGH LOAD DENSITIES
The Multi Mover is extremely compact considering how
much it can carry. For example, a 280-tonner has only
four axle lines which makes it exceedingly short and
therefore suited to high load densities. This guarantees
you maximum handling performance.

The Multi Flexus D transports smaller loads and is
unbeatable in its flexibility. Scrap transport in chutes
and skips, tinder, slurry, coils, slab end pieces, filter
dust, waste containers – these are but a few examples
of applications. Ladles and flat pallets are lifted directly
off the floor and are extremely economical to manufacture as well as immensely versatile. And of course,
the Multi Flexus D also has a tipping system.

CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS
The Multi Mover component modules consist of bogies,
power pack and over- and under-floor cabins, all of
which are configured according to customers’ requirements, giving them tailor-made solutions for their transport jobs. At the same time, they can enjoy the benefits
of a modular system, such as proven technology and
fast spare-parts availability.

6 Multi Mover M transporting a scrap basket
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MULTIPLE USES – EXTENDABLE SYSTEM
Because the Multi Flexus comes in various different
versions, there are many different ways you can use it
to fulfil all of your transport tasks.
It is easy to change and extend your transport activities if you have a Multi Flexus. This system can be
extended quickly, easily and cheaply while retaining the
same pallet and ladle interface dimensions.
THE POWER TO PERFORM IN SMALL SPACES
An example: a Multi Flexus F can replace three conventional trucks for the transport of scrap while requiring fewer people to drive it. Its handling capacity is also
much greater, since the vehicle does not have to wait
until it is loaded.
Conventional truck and trailer systems are much less
flexible. There are drawbacks in manoeuvring, such as
poor rear visibility, as well as inconvenient waiting while
trailers are changed and services such as hydraulics
and electrics are connected.
PROVEN TECHNOLOGY FROM THE SLAG TAURUS
The technology that has been proving itself for years
in the Slag Taurus is also used in the Multi Flexus. A
prime mover with hydromechanical drive, articulated
steering with an extremely long service life, strong steel
construction giving the vehicle extra durability – all of
these feature in the Multi Flexus as well, making it a
genuine Kirow through and through.

6 Multi Flexus F driving in beneath a skip

BOGIE STEERING FOR MANOEUVRABILITY
The Kirow Multi Mover is equipped with fully steerable
bogies making it extremely manoeuvrable, even when
space is tight.

The mobile system also has very low maintenance
costs. Short distances on a strong concrete plate compare very positively indeed with the cost of servicing a
high-maintenance rail network.
All this makes the Kirow mobile pig-iron handling
system a future-proof investment.
Road beats rail!

As with all Kirow transporters, the operator’s safety
has been placed first during the vehicle’s development.
The Multi Mover, for instance, is supplied with overload
protection and a fire-extinguishing system.

6 A Multi Mover Y transferring a pig-iron ladle to the Multi Mover M

6 Pallet system means flexible applications

6 Multi Mover M transporting flat material

6 Ultimate manoeuvrability in small spaces with a steering lock of up to 90° achieved by articulated steering

6 Multi Flexus D tipping heavy scrap
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XL SAFETY

MAXIMUM SAFETY AND RELIABILITY.
KIROW TRANSPORTERS SET STANDARDS.

SLAG TRANSPORT.
SLAG TAURUS – SAFETY FIRST AND FOREMOST.

XL SAFETY
It is not without reason that operational safety in transport logistics at steelworks is a top priority. Only if transport systems work safely and reliably under extreme
conditions can they really be economical. Rationalising
things just to cut costs in that area is ill-advised. It is
essential that the safety of workers and equipment
can be guaranteed even under time pressure and that
mistakes that can lead to accidents are practically
excluded.

8 SLAG TAURUS

That is why Kirow places special emphasis on the
interplay between people and machinery in the steelworks environment. The control concept used for Kirow
transporters almost completely eliminates the possibility of incorrect operation from the outset. For example,
load-lifting functions are electronically monitored. We
can develop customised safety packages to support
our customers’ drivers. Kirow transporters are known
for their safe operation.
RELIABILITY IS THE BASIS OF SENSIBLE ACTION
A plant standstill is an extremely critical situation for
any steelworks operator, especially in view of the
potential costs it can incur. It is right not to compromise
when it comes to the durability and reliability of transporters that work under extremely tough three-shift
conditions for 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

TECHNICAL PARTNERSHIP FROM THE OUTSET
A fair and lasting partnership begins long before contracts are signed.

The Slag Taurus is the market leader in the field of
slag transport. Its properties and features speak for
themselves:

Together with you, our experts can draw up tailor-made
solutions to meet your needs. We will gladly examine
the vehicle interfaces particular to your steelworks and
apply their practical knowledge in identifying solutions
which we have gathered over the course of hundreds
of applications. And we keep on developing with every
new project and with all of our customers. Custom
concepts do not necessarily contradict the process of
standardisation using proven components; rather this
approach is proof of our far-reaching knowledge.

ABSOLUTE SAFETY
We have redefined safety in slag transport with our
KISS (Kirow Integrated Safety System).
–– A tough, reliable industrial control unit monitors the
vehicle’s functions centrally and effectively prevents incorrect operation.
–– A colour graphic display shows the latest vehicle
status and provides information on functions that
are available or currently blocked.
–– A load display informs the driver of the current
load situation.
–– An active overload protection system protects the
driver and vehicle under critical loads.

During the offer phase our experts will assist you by
making suggestions about your driving routes and
pick-up positions and the tipping situation at the dumping area, as well as providing conceptual advice about
slag pots.
And of course we are available to our customers for
help and advice once we have delivered our product.
Whether you need our experts to identify a fault quickly
or you need spare parts, vehicle inspections, after-sale
training and coaching, or you require a repair service –
we are always on call.

Comprehensive safety packages such as camera
systems and fire-extinguishing equipment make the
Slag Taurus even safer.

We are aware of this responsibility. To us, it begins with
a highly conservative vehicle frame design and encompasses the exclusive use of top-class components
that have already proven themselves over years in
numerous steelworks applications. Kirow transporters
have demonstrated their worth in practice and earned
themselves a reputation for outstanding reliability over
past decades among numerous big-name customers.
The first ever transporter, delivered in 1997, is still busy
doing its rounds with its original steel structure.
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6 The Slag Taurus’ safety system

PALLET LOGISTICS.
VERSATILITY AND EFFICIENCY
FOR LOW TRANSPORT COSTS.

8 MULTI MOVER M AND Y

Transport tasks in steelworks can be very diverse.
Scrap, slabs, sheet metal, coils and rods all need to
be moved safely and quickly. And none of that can be
allowed to impede the operation of the steelworks.

It consists of:
–– Three rubber-tyred Multi Mover M units for transporting complete pig-iron ladles from the blast
furnace to the converter.
–– A compact Multi Mover Y mobile ladle crane for
cooling the pig iron near the blast furnace.
–– A concrete plate which connects blast furnace and
converter
Controlled remotely, the Multi Movers simply drive
across the concrete plate to the converter. This
system requires minimal space – no more complex rail
systems for transport cars or ladle cranes.
PROVEN SYSTEM FEATURING HIGH RELIABILITY
AND SAFETY
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system has been running in three-shift operation for many years at TKCSA
and Posco Krakatau.
Top-level components, ingenious heat protection and
generously designed steel structures and machinery
for non-stop operation are what guarantee its reliability. Its drive and control systems are designed
redundantly so that in the unlikely event of a drive or
controller failure, the vehicle can keep moving.

This is precisely where pallet logistics come in. Using
pallets enables loading to take place without the vehicle being present. Pallets that match all the different
kinds of goods being loaded can all be moved around
using just one transporter. To choose a Kirow pallet
system is to opt for flexible, future-proof logistics.

Approximately 70% was saved on investment costs in
the TKCSA and Posco Krakatau projects.
Upgrades are easier and cheaper – especially compared with rail-bound transport systems.

We have a choice of two types of vehicle. Firstly, there
is the Kirow Multi Mover whose modular design makes
it suitable for heavy loads of over 200 tonnes and, secondly, there is the Kirow Multi Flexus which can be used
in many different ways for loads of up to 200 tonnes.

UNBEATABLY LOW OPERATING AND
MAINTENANCE COSTS
The pig iron in the ladles transported by the Multi
Movers is much hotter when put into the converter
than it is coming off a rail-bound system. That means
significantly less energy has to be put into the pig iron
for the production of steel.

8 MULTI MOVER

THE MULTI MOVER IS THE IDEAL SYSTEM
WHEN MAXIMUM MANOEUVRABILITY IS REQUIRED IN SMALL SPACES.

That in turn means lower energy costs in the steelmaking process because completely full pig-iron ladles
can be driven directly and by the shortest route from
the blast furnace to the converter. The time-consuming decanting process required for torpedo cars is eliminated. Transport times using mobile equipment are
also much less than for moving, shunting and servicing
the pig iron in torpedo cars on a rail network.

With a conservatively designed load-bearing structure,
components with high service lives, high spare-part
and service availability and low operating and repair
costs (therefore high productivity) – the Slag Taurus
pays for itself within just a few years of use. Unbeatably low life-cycle costs have been achieved because
the Slag Taurus focuses on safety and reliability.

6 The Slag Taurus P
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MOBILE PIG IRON TRANSPORT.
SPACE-SAVING AND EFFICIENT –
THE NEW WAY OF TRANSPORTING PIG IRON.

MOBILITY FACILITATES UNIQUE WORKING
METHODS
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system is the most
efficient method of transporting pig iron from blast
furnace to converter.

That is why, we feel, quality pays off in the long run.
Our Caterpillar articulated steering is an example of
the kind of reliability that reduces life-cycle costs. It
has a service life of more than 20,000 non-stop hours.

6

6 The Slag Taurus: safety comes first!

Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system minimises investment, operation and energy costs while providing
maximum flexibility.

LIFE-CYCLE COSTS
Investment costs make up only a small part of lifecycle costs when considering a purchase. Operating
costs throughout a vehicle’s lifespan are much more
important to consider.

2

Slag Taurus: selected safety features
1.
Comprehensive lighting and warning lamps
2.
Large protection canopy
3.
Ergonomic ascents and railings
4.
Fire-extinguishing systems / extinguishers
5.
Emergency hydraulic linkage
6.
Rear side of protection canopy featuring wire-reinforced glass, 		
louvre windows and escape route

LOW INVESTMENT COSTS, HIGHER FLEXIBILITY
More benefits: unbeatably low investment costs for
vehicles and ladle crane compared with the numerous
torpedo cars required and an inflexible stationary ladle
crane; a cost-effective concrete plate as opposed to
costly tracks for cars and crane; and much less space
required.

RELIABILITY
The Slag Taurus is extremely fail-safe, field-tested and
reliable – even after years of use, on account of its
high level of standardisation. Its durability is legendary
and numerous customers have demonstrated that by
reordering.
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Numerous protective covers
Emergency descent ladder
Camera systems
Preparation for refractory lining
Protected pipes
Chain guard for rear axle
Encapsulated outriggers

6 The Slag Taurus U with U-frame steel structure

8 MULTI FLEXUS
TWO VERSIONS FOR MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
Multi Flexus is an articulated steering vehicle concept
with hydromechanical drive. Its logistical advantage is,
as with the Multi Mover, that loading can take place
independently of the vehicle.

MOBILITY
Pendulum axles, hydraulic axle load compensation as
well as multiple, independently driven bogies facilitate
safe operation even on difficult terrain. Uneven surfaces, such as those commonly encountered in scrap
and storage yards, are mastered with ease by the
Kirow Multi Mover and its big earth mover or super-elastic solid tyres.

The Multi Flexus F transports pallets that can be picked
up from below. It can handle applications involving
skips for scrap, semi-finished products such as slabs,
sheet metal and coils, as well as ladle transport. It can
also be used to carry plant components such as a
newly delivered tundish.

THE SYSTEM FOR HIGH LOAD DENSITIES
The Multi Mover is extremely compact considering how
much it can carry. For example, a 280-tonner has only
four axle lines which makes it exceedingly short and
therefore suited to high load densities. This guarantees
you maximum handling performance.

The Multi Flexus D transports smaller loads and is
unbeatable in its flexibility. Scrap transport in chutes
and skips, tinder, slurry, coils, slab end pieces, filter
dust, waste containers – these are but a few examples
of applications. Ladles and flat pallets are lifted directly
off the floor and are extremely economical to manufacture as well as immensely versatile. And of course,
the Multi Flexus D also has a tipping system.

CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS
The Multi Mover component modules consist of bogies,
power pack and over- and under-floor cabins, all of
which are configured according to customers’ requirements, giving them tailor-made solutions for their transport jobs. At the same time, they can enjoy the benefits
of a modular system, such as proven technology and
fast spare-parts availability.
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MULTIPLE USES – EXTENDABLE SYSTEM
Because the Multi Flexus comes in various different
versions, there are many different ways you can use it
to fulfil all of your transport tasks.
It is easy to change and extend your transport activities if you have a Multi Flexus. This system can be
extended quickly, easily and cheaply while retaining the
same pallet and ladle interface dimensions.
THE POWER TO PERFORM IN SMALL SPACES
An example: a Multi Flexus F can replace three conventional trucks for the transport of scrap while requiring fewer people to drive it. Its handling capacity is also
much greater, since the vehicle does not have to wait
until it is loaded.
Conventional truck and trailer systems are much less
flexible. There are drawbacks in manoeuvring, such as
poor rear visibility, as well as inconvenient waiting while
trailers are changed and services such as hydraulics
and electrics are connected.
PROVEN TECHNOLOGY FROM THE SLAG TAURUS
The technology that has been proving itself for years
in the Slag Taurus is also used in the Multi Flexus. A
prime mover with hydromechanical drive, articulated
steering with an extremely long service life, strong steel
construction giving the vehicle extra durability – all of
these feature in the Multi Flexus as well, making it a
genuine Kirow through and through.

6 Multi Flexus F driving in beneath a skip

BOGIE STEERING FOR MANOEUVRABILITY
The Kirow Multi Mover is equipped with fully steerable
bogies making it extremely manoeuvrable, even when
space is tight.

The mobile system also has very low maintenance
costs. Short distances on a strong concrete plate compare very positively indeed with the cost of servicing a
high-maintenance rail network.
All this makes the Kirow mobile pig-iron handling
system a future-proof investment.
Road beats rail!

As with all Kirow transporters, the operator’s safety
has been placed first during the vehicle’s development.
The Multi Mover, for instance, is supplied with overload
protection and a fire-extinguishing system.

6 A Multi Mover Y transferring a pig-iron ladle to the Multi Mover M

6 Pallet system means flexible applications

6 Multi Mover M transporting flat material

6 Ultimate manoeuvrability in small spaces with a steering lock of up to 90° achieved by articulated steering

6 Multi Flexus D tipping heavy scrap
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MAXIMUM SAFETY AND RELIABILITY.
KIROW TRANSPORTERS SET STANDARDS.

SLAG TRANSPORT.
SLAG TAURUS – SAFETY FIRST AND FOREMOST.

XL SAFETY
It is not without reason that operational safety in transport logistics at steelworks is a top priority. Only if transport systems work safely and reliably under extreme
conditions can they really be economical. Rationalising
things just to cut costs in that area is ill-advised. It is
essential that the safety of workers and equipment
can be guaranteed even under time pressure and that
mistakes that can lead to accidents are practically
excluded.

8 SLAG TAURUS

That is why Kirow places special emphasis on the
interplay between people and machinery in the steelworks environment. The control concept used for Kirow
transporters almost completely eliminates the possibility of incorrect operation from the outset. For example,
load-lifting functions are electronically monitored. We
can develop customised safety packages to support
our customers’ drivers. Kirow transporters are known
for their safe operation.
RELIABILITY IS THE BASIS OF SENSIBLE ACTION
A plant standstill is an extremely critical situation for
any steelworks operator, especially in view of the
potential costs it can incur. It is right not to compromise
when it comes to the durability and reliability of transporters that work under extremely tough three-shift
conditions for 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

TECHNICAL PARTNERSHIP FROM THE OUTSET
A fair and lasting partnership begins long before contracts are signed.

The Slag Taurus is the market leader in the field of
slag transport. Its properties and features speak for
themselves:

Together with you, our experts can draw up tailor-made
solutions to meet your needs. We will gladly examine
the vehicle interfaces particular to your steelworks and
apply their practical knowledge in identifying solutions
which we have gathered over the course of hundreds
of applications. And we keep on developing with every
new project and with all of our customers. Custom
concepts do not necessarily contradict the process of
standardisation using proven components; rather this
approach is proof of our far-reaching knowledge.

ABSOLUTE SAFETY
We have redefined safety in slag transport with our
KISS (Kirow Integrated Safety System).
–– A tough, reliable industrial control unit monitors the
vehicle’s functions centrally and effectively prevents incorrect operation.
–– A colour graphic display shows the latest vehicle
status and provides information on functions that
are available or currently blocked.
–– A load display informs the driver of the current
load situation.
–– An active overload protection system protects the
driver and vehicle under critical loads.

During the offer phase our experts will assist you by
making suggestions about your driving routes and
pick-up positions and the tipping situation at the dumping area, as well as providing conceptual advice about
slag pots.
And of course we are available to our customers for
help and advice once we have delivered our product.
Whether you need our experts to identify a fault quickly
or you need spare parts, vehicle inspections, after-sale
training and coaching, or you require a repair service –
we are always on call.

Comprehensive safety packages such as camera
systems and fire-extinguishing equipment make the
Slag Taurus even safer.

We are aware of this responsibility. To us, it begins with
a highly conservative vehicle frame design and encompasses the exclusive use of top-class components
that have already proven themselves over years in
numerous steelworks applications. Kirow transporters
have demonstrated their worth in practice and earned
themselves a reputation for outstanding reliability over
past decades among numerous big-name customers.
The first ever transporter, delivered in 1997, is still busy
doing its rounds with its original steel structure.
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6 The Slag Taurus’ safety system

PALLET LOGISTICS.
VERSATILITY AND EFFICIENCY
FOR LOW TRANSPORT COSTS.

8 MULTI MOVER M AND Y

Transport tasks in steelworks can be very diverse.
Scrap, slabs, sheet metal, coils and rods all need to
be moved safely and quickly. And none of that can be
allowed to impede the operation of the steelworks.

It consists of:
–– Three rubber-tyred Multi Mover M units for transporting complete pig-iron ladles from the blast
furnace to the converter.
–– A compact Multi Mover Y mobile ladle crane for
cooling the pig iron near the blast furnace.
–– A concrete plate which connects blast furnace and
converter
Controlled remotely, the Multi Movers simply drive
across the concrete plate to the converter. This
system requires minimal space – no more complex rail
systems for transport cars or ladle cranes.
PROVEN SYSTEM FEATURING HIGH RELIABILITY
AND SAFETY
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system has been running in three-shift operation for many years at TKCSA
and Posco Krakatau.
Top-level components, ingenious heat protection and
generously designed steel structures and machinery
for non-stop operation are what guarantee its reliability. Its drive and control systems are designed
redundantly so that in the unlikely event of a drive or
controller failure, the vehicle can keep moving.

This is precisely where pallet logistics come in. Using
pallets enables loading to take place without the vehicle being present. Pallets that match all the different
kinds of goods being loaded can all be moved around
using just one transporter. To choose a Kirow pallet
system is to opt for flexible, future-proof logistics.

Approximately 70% was saved on investment costs in
the TKCSA and Posco Krakatau projects.
Upgrades are easier and cheaper – especially compared with rail-bound transport systems.

We have a choice of two types of vehicle. Firstly, there
is the Kirow Multi Mover whose modular design makes
it suitable for heavy loads of over 200 tonnes and, secondly, there is the Kirow Multi Flexus which can be used
in many different ways for loads of up to 200 tonnes.

UNBEATABLY LOW OPERATING AND
MAINTENANCE COSTS
The pig iron in the ladles transported by the Multi
Movers is much hotter when put into the converter
than it is coming off a rail-bound system. That means
significantly less energy has to be put into the pig iron
for the production of steel.

8 MULTI MOVER

THE MULTI MOVER IS THE IDEAL SYSTEM
WHEN MAXIMUM MANOEUVRABILITY IS REQUIRED IN SMALL SPACES.

That in turn means lower energy costs in the steelmaking process because completely full pig-iron ladles
can be driven directly and by the shortest route from
the blast furnace to the converter. The time-consuming decanting process required for torpedo cars is eliminated. Transport times using mobile equipment are
also much less than for moving, shunting and servicing
the pig iron in torpedo cars on a rail network.

With a conservatively designed load-bearing structure,
components with high service lives, high spare-part
and service availability and low operating and repair
costs (therefore high productivity) – the Slag Taurus
pays for itself within just a few years of use. Unbeatably low life-cycle costs have been achieved because
the Slag Taurus focuses on safety and reliability.

6 The Slag Taurus P
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MOBILE PIG IRON TRANSPORT.
SPACE-SAVING AND EFFICIENT –
THE NEW WAY OF TRANSPORTING PIG IRON.

MOBILITY FACILITATES UNIQUE WORKING
METHODS
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system is the most
efficient method of transporting pig iron from blast
furnace to converter.

That is why, we feel, quality pays off in the long run.
Our Caterpillar articulated steering is an example of
the kind of reliability that reduces life-cycle costs. It
has a service life of more than 20,000 non-stop hours.

6
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Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system minimises investment, operation and energy costs while providing
maximum flexibility.

LIFE-CYCLE COSTS
Investment costs make up only a small part of lifecycle costs when considering a purchase. Operating
costs throughout a vehicle’s lifespan are much more
important to consider.

2

Slag Taurus: selected safety features
1.
Comprehensive lighting and warning lamps
2.
Large protection canopy
3.
Ergonomic ascents and railings
4.
Fire-extinguishing systems / extinguishers
5.
Emergency hydraulic linkage
6.
Rear side of protection canopy featuring wire-reinforced glass, 		
louvre windows and escape route

LOW INVESTMENT COSTS, HIGHER FLEXIBILITY
More benefits: unbeatably low investment costs for
vehicles and ladle crane compared with the numerous
torpedo cars required and an inflexible stationary ladle
crane; a cost-effective concrete plate as opposed to
costly tracks for cars and crane; and much less space
required.

RELIABILITY
The Slag Taurus is extremely fail-safe, field-tested and
reliable – even after years of use, on account of its
high level of standardisation. Its durability is legendary
and numerous customers have demonstrated that by
reordering.
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Numerous protective covers
Emergency descent ladder
Camera systems
Preparation for refractory lining
Protected pipes
Chain guard for rear axle
Encapsulated outriggers

6 The Slag Taurus U with U-frame steel structure

8 MULTI FLEXUS
TWO VERSIONS FOR MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
Multi Flexus is an articulated steering vehicle concept
with hydromechanical drive. Its logistical advantage is,
as with the Multi Mover, that loading can take place
independently of the vehicle.

MOBILITY
Pendulum axles, hydraulic axle load compensation as
well as multiple, independently driven bogies facilitate
safe operation even on difficult terrain. Uneven surfaces, such as those commonly encountered in scrap
and storage yards, are mastered with ease by the
Kirow Multi Mover and its big earth mover or super-elastic solid tyres.

The Multi Flexus F transports pallets that can be picked
up from below. It can handle applications involving
skips for scrap, semi-finished products such as slabs,
sheet metal and coils, as well as ladle transport. It can
also be used to carry plant components such as a
newly delivered tundish.

THE SYSTEM FOR HIGH LOAD DENSITIES
The Multi Mover is extremely compact considering how
much it can carry. For example, a 280-tonner has only
four axle lines which makes it exceedingly short and
therefore suited to high load densities. This guarantees
you maximum handling performance.

The Multi Flexus D transports smaller loads and is
unbeatable in its flexibility. Scrap transport in chutes
and skips, tinder, slurry, coils, slab end pieces, filter
dust, waste containers – these are but a few examples
of applications. Ladles and flat pallets are lifted directly
off the floor and are extremely economical to manufacture as well as immensely versatile. And of course,
the Multi Flexus D also has a tipping system.

CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS
The Multi Mover component modules consist of bogies,
power pack and over- and under-floor cabins, all of
which are configured according to customers’ requirements, giving them tailor-made solutions for their transport jobs. At the same time, they can enjoy the benefits
of a modular system, such as proven technology and
fast spare-parts availability.

6 Multi Mover M transporting a scrap basket
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MULTIPLE USES – EXTENDABLE SYSTEM
Because the Multi Flexus comes in various different
versions, there are many different ways you can use it
to fulfil all of your transport tasks.
It is easy to change and extend your transport activities if you have a Multi Flexus. This system can be
extended quickly, easily and cheaply while retaining the
same pallet and ladle interface dimensions.
THE POWER TO PERFORM IN SMALL SPACES
An example: a Multi Flexus F can replace three conventional trucks for the transport of scrap while requiring fewer people to drive it. Its handling capacity is also
much greater, since the vehicle does not have to wait
until it is loaded.
Conventional truck and trailer systems are much less
flexible. There are drawbacks in manoeuvring, such as
poor rear visibility, as well as inconvenient waiting while
trailers are changed and services such as hydraulics
and electrics are connected.
PROVEN TECHNOLOGY FROM THE SLAG TAURUS
The technology that has been proving itself for years
in the Slag Taurus is also used in the Multi Flexus. A
prime mover with hydromechanical drive, articulated
steering with an extremely long service life, strong steel
construction giving the vehicle extra durability – all of
these feature in the Multi Flexus as well, making it a
genuine Kirow through and through.

6 Multi Flexus F driving in beneath a skip

BOGIE STEERING FOR MANOEUVRABILITY
The Kirow Multi Mover is equipped with fully steerable
bogies making it extremely manoeuvrable, even when
space is tight.

The mobile system also has very low maintenance
costs. Short distances on a strong concrete plate compare very positively indeed with the cost of servicing a
high-maintenance rail network.
All this makes the Kirow mobile pig-iron handling
system a future-proof investment.
Road beats rail!

As with all Kirow transporters, the operator’s safety
has been placed first during the vehicle’s development.
The Multi Mover, for instance, is supplied with overload
protection and a fire-extinguishing system.

6 A Multi Mover Y transferring a pig-iron ladle to the Multi Mover M

6 Pallet system means flexible applications

6 Multi Mover M transporting flat material

6 Ultimate manoeuvrability in small spaces with a steering lock of up to 90° achieved by articulated steering

6 Multi Flexus D tipping heavy scrap
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MAXIMUM SAFETY AND RELIABILITY.
KIROW TRANSPORTERS SET STANDARDS.

SLAG TRANSPORT.
SLAG TAURUS – SAFETY FIRST AND FOREMOST.

XL SAFETY
It is not without reason that operational safety in transport logistics at steelworks is a top priority. Only if transport systems work safely and reliably under extreme
conditions can they really be economical. Rationalising
things just to cut costs in that area is ill-advised. It is
essential that the safety of workers and equipment
can be guaranteed even under time pressure and that
mistakes that can lead to accidents are practically
excluded.

8 SLAG TAURUS

That is why Kirow places special emphasis on the
interplay between people and machinery in the steelworks environment. The control concept used for Kirow
transporters almost completely eliminates the possibility of incorrect operation from the outset. For example,
load-lifting functions are electronically monitored. We
can develop customised safety packages to support
our customers’ drivers. Kirow transporters are known
for their safe operation.
RELIABILITY IS THE BASIS OF SENSIBLE ACTION
A plant standstill is an extremely critical situation for
any steelworks operator, especially in view of the
potential costs it can incur. It is right not to compromise
when it comes to the durability and reliability of transporters that work under extremely tough three-shift
conditions for 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

TECHNICAL PARTNERSHIP FROM THE OUTSET
A fair and lasting partnership begins long before contracts are signed.

The Slag Taurus is the market leader in the field of
slag transport. Its properties and features speak for
themselves:

Together with you, our experts can draw up tailor-made
solutions to meet your needs. We will gladly examine
the vehicle interfaces particular to your steelworks and
apply their practical knowledge in identifying solutions
which we have gathered over the course of hundreds
of applications. And we keep on developing with every
new project and with all of our customers. Custom
concepts do not necessarily contradict the process of
standardisation using proven components; rather this
approach is proof of our far-reaching knowledge.

ABSOLUTE SAFETY
We have redefined safety in slag transport with our
KISS (Kirow Integrated Safety System).
–– A tough, reliable industrial control unit monitors the
vehicle’s functions centrally and effectively prevents incorrect operation.
–– A colour graphic display shows the latest vehicle
status and provides information on functions that
are available or currently blocked.
–– A load display informs the driver of the current
load situation.
–– An active overload protection system protects the
driver and vehicle under critical loads.

During the offer phase our experts will assist you by
making suggestions about your driving routes and
pick-up positions and the tipping situation at the dumping area, as well as providing conceptual advice about
slag pots.
And of course we are available to our customers for
help and advice once we have delivered our product.
Whether you need our experts to identify a fault quickly
or you need spare parts, vehicle inspections, after-sale
training and coaching, or you require a repair service –
we are always on call.

Comprehensive safety packages such as camera
systems and fire-extinguishing equipment make the
Slag Taurus even safer.

We are aware of this responsibility. To us, it begins with
a highly conservative vehicle frame design and encompasses the exclusive use of top-class components
that have already proven themselves over years in
numerous steelworks applications. Kirow transporters
have demonstrated their worth in practice and earned
themselves a reputation for outstanding reliability over
past decades among numerous big-name customers.
The first ever transporter, delivered in 1997, is still busy
doing its rounds with its original steel structure.
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PALLET LOGISTICS.
VERSATILITY AND EFFICIENCY
FOR LOW TRANSPORT COSTS.

8 MULTI MOVER M AND Y

Transport tasks in steelworks can be very diverse.
Scrap, slabs, sheet metal, coils and rods all need to
be moved safely and quickly. And none of that can be
allowed to impede the operation of the steelworks.

It consists of:
–– Three rubber-tyred Multi Mover M units for transporting complete pig-iron ladles from the blast
furnace to the converter.
–– A compact Multi Mover Y mobile ladle crane for
cooling the pig iron near the blast furnace.
–– A concrete plate which connects blast furnace and
converter
Controlled remotely, the Multi Movers simply drive
across the concrete plate to the converter. This
system requires minimal space – no more complex rail
systems for transport cars or ladle cranes.
PROVEN SYSTEM FEATURING HIGH RELIABILITY
AND SAFETY
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system has been running in three-shift operation for many years at TKCSA
and Posco Krakatau.
Top-level components, ingenious heat protection and
generously designed steel structures and machinery
for non-stop operation are what guarantee its reliability. Its drive and control systems are designed
redundantly so that in the unlikely event of a drive or
controller failure, the vehicle can keep moving.

This is precisely where pallet logistics come in. Using
pallets enables loading to take place without the vehicle being present. Pallets that match all the different
kinds of goods being loaded can all be moved around
using just one transporter. To choose a Kirow pallet
system is to opt for flexible, future-proof logistics.

Approximately 70% was saved on investment costs in
the TKCSA and Posco Krakatau projects.
Upgrades are easier and cheaper – especially compared with rail-bound transport systems.

We have a choice of two types of vehicle. Firstly, there
is the Kirow Multi Mover whose modular design makes
it suitable for heavy loads of over 200 tonnes and, secondly, there is the Kirow Multi Flexus which can be used
in many different ways for loads of up to 200 tonnes.

UNBEATABLY LOW OPERATING AND
MAINTENANCE COSTS
The pig iron in the ladles transported by the Multi
Movers is much hotter when put into the converter
than it is coming off a rail-bound system. That means
significantly less energy has to be put into the pig iron
for the production of steel.

8 MULTI MOVER

THE MULTI MOVER IS THE IDEAL SYSTEM
WHEN MAXIMUM MANOEUVRABILITY IS REQUIRED IN SMALL SPACES.

That in turn means lower energy costs in the steelmaking process because completely full pig-iron ladles
can be driven directly and by the shortest route from
the blast furnace to the converter. The time-consuming decanting process required for torpedo cars is eliminated. Transport times using mobile equipment are
also much less than for moving, shunting and servicing
the pig iron in torpedo cars on a rail network.

With a conservatively designed load-bearing structure,
components with high service lives, high spare-part
and service availability and low operating and repair
costs (therefore high productivity) – the Slag Taurus
pays for itself within just a few years of use. Unbeatably low life-cycle costs have been achieved because
the Slag Taurus focuses on safety and reliability.

6 The Slag Taurus P
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MOBILE PIG IRON TRANSPORT.
SPACE-SAVING AND EFFICIENT –
THE NEW WAY OF TRANSPORTING PIG IRON.

MOBILITY FACILITATES UNIQUE WORKING
METHODS
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system is the most
efficient method of transporting pig iron from blast
furnace to converter.

That is why, we feel, quality pays off in the long run.
Our Caterpillar articulated steering is an example of
the kind of reliability that reduces life-cycle costs. It
has a service life of more than 20,000 non-stop hours.

6
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Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system minimises investment, operation and energy costs while providing
maximum flexibility.

LIFE-CYCLE COSTS
Investment costs make up only a small part of lifecycle costs when considering a purchase. Operating
costs throughout a vehicle’s lifespan are much more
important to consider.

2

Slag Taurus: selected safety features
1.
Comprehensive lighting and warning lamps
2.
Large protection canopy
3.
Ergonomic ascents and railings
4.
Fire-extinguishing systems / extinguishers
5.
Emergency hydraulic linkage
6.
Rear side of protection canopy featuring wire-reinforced glass, 		
louvre windows and escape route

LOW INVESTMENT COSTS, HIGHER FLEXIBILITY
More benefits: unbeatably low investment costs for
vehicles and ladle crane compared with the numerous
torpedo cars required and an inflexible stationary ladle
crane; a cost-effective concrete plate as opposed to
costly tracks for cars and crane; and much less space
required.

RELIABILITY
The Slag Taurus is extremely fail-safe, field-tested and
reliable – even after years of use, on account of its
high level of standardisation. Its durability is legendary
and numerous customers have demonstrated that by
reordering.
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Numerous protective covers
Emergency descent ladder
Camera systems
Preparation for refractory lining
Protected pipes
Chain guard for rear axle
Encapsulated outriggers

6 The Slag Taurus U with U-frame steel structure

8 MULTI FLEXUS
TWO VERSIONS FOR MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
Multi Flexus is an articulated steering vehicle concept
with hydromechanical drive. Its logistical advantage is,
as with the Multi Mover, that loading can take place
independently of the vehicle.

MOBILITY
Pendulum axles, hydraulic axle load compensation as
well as multiple, independently driven bogies facilitate
safe operation even on difficult terrain. Uneven surfaces, such as those commonly encountered in scrap
and storage yards, are mastered with ease by the
Kirow Multi Mover and its big earth mover or super-elastic solid tyres.

The Multi Flexus F transports pallets that can be picked
up from below. It can handle applications involving
skips for scrap, semi-finished products such as slabs,
sheet metal and coils, as well as ladle transport. It can
also be used to carry plant components such as a
newly delivered tundish.

THE SYSTEM FOR HIGH LOAD DENSITIES
The Multi Mover is extremely compact considering how
much it can carry. For example, a 280-tonner has only
four axle lines which makes it exceedingly short and
therefore suited to high load densities. This guarantees
you maximum handling performance.

The Multi Flexus D transports smaller loads and is
unbeatable in its flexibility. Scrap transport in chutes
and skips, tinder, slurry, coils, slab end pieces, filter
dust, waste containers – these are but a few examples
of applications. Ladles and flat pallets are lifted directly
off the floor and are extremely economical to manufacture as well as immensely versatile. And of course,
the Multi Flexus D also has a tipping system.

CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS
The Multi Mover component modules consist of bogies,
power pack and over- and under-floor cabins, all of
which are configured according to customers’ requirements, giving them tailor-made solutions for their transport jobs. At the same time, they can enjoy the benefits
of a modular system, such as proven technology and
fast spare-parts availability.

6 Multi Mover M transporting a scrap basket
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MULTIPLE USES – EXTENDABLE SYSTEM
Because the Multi Flexus comes in various different
versions, there are many different ways you can use it
to fulfil all of your transport tasks.
It is easy to change and extend your transport activities if you have a Multi Flexus. This system can be
extended quickly, easily and cheaply while retaining the
same pallet and ladle interface dimensions.
THE POWER TO PERFORM IN SMALL SPACES
An example: a Multi Flexus F can replace three conventional trucks for the transport of scrap while requiring fewer people to drive it. Its handling capacity is also
much greater, since the vehicle does not have to wait
until it is loaded.
Conventional truck and trailer systems are much less
flexible. There are drawbacks in manoeuvring, such as
poor rear visibility, as well as inconvenient waiting while
trailers are changed and services such as hydraulics
and electrics are connected.
PROVEN TECHNOLOGY FROM THE SLAG TAURUS
The technology that has been proving itself for years
in the Slag Taurus is also used in the Multi Flexus. A
prime mover with hydromechanical drive, articulated
steering with an extremely long service life, strong steel
construction giving the vehicle extra durability – all of
these feature in the Multi Flexus as well, making it a
genuine Kirow through and through.

6 Multi Flexus F driving in beneath a skip

BOGIE STEERING FOR MANOEUVRABILITY
The Kirow Multi Mover is equipped with fully steerable
bogies making it extremely manoeuvrable, even when
space is tight.

The mobile system also has very low maintenance
costs. Short distances on a strong concrete plate compare very positively indeed with the cost of servicing a
high-maintenance rail network.
All this makes the Kirow mobile pig-iron handling
system a future-proof investment.
Road beats rail!

As with all Kirow transporters, the operator’s safety
has been placed first during the vehicle’s development.
The Multi Mover, for instance, is supplied with overload
protection and a fire-extinguishing system.

6 A Multi Mover Y transferring a pig-iron ladle to the Multi Mover M

6 Pallet system means flexible applications

6 Multi Mover M transporting flat material

6 Ultimate manoeuvrability in small spaces with a steering lock of up to 90° achieved by articulated steering

6 Multi Flexus D tipping heavy scrap
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MAXIMUM SAFETY AND RELIABILITY.
KIROW TRANSPORTERS SET STANDARDS.

SLAG TRANSPORT.
SLAG TAURUS – SAFETY FIRST AND FOREMOST.

XL SAFETY
It is not without reason that operational safety in transport logistics at steelworks is a top priority. Only if transport systems work safely and reliably under extreme
conditions can they really be economical. Rationalising
things just to cut costs in that area is ill-advised. It is
essential that the safety of workers and equipment
can be guaranteed even under time pressure and that
mistakes that can lead to accidents are practically
excluded.

8 SLAG TAURUS

That is why Kirow places special emphasis on the
interplay between people and machinery in the steelworks environment. The control concept used for Kirow
transporters almost completely eliminates the possibility of incorrect operation from the outset. For example,
load-lifting functions are electronically monitored. We
can develop customised safety packages to support
our customers’ drivers. Kirow transporters are known
for their safe operation.
RELIABILITY IS THE BASIS OF SENSIBLE ACTION
A plant standstill is an extremely critical situation for
any steelworks operator, especially in view of the
potential costs it can incur. It is right not to compromise
when it comes to the durability and reliability of transporters that work under extremely tough three-shift
conditions for 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

TECHNICAL PARTNERSHIP FROM THE OUTSET
A fair and lasting partnership begins long before contracts are signed.

The Slag Taurus is the market leader in the field of
slag transport. Its properties and features speak for
themselves:

Together with you, our experts can draw up tailor-made
solutions to meet your needs. We will gladly examine
the vehicle interfaces particular to your steelworks and
apply their practical knowledge in identifying solutions
which we have gathered over the course of hundreds
of applications. And we keep on developing with every
new project and with all of our customers. Custom
concepts do not necessarily contradict the process of
standardisation using proven components; rather this
approach is proof of our far-reaching knowledge.

ABSOLUTE SAFETY
We have redefined safety in slag transport with our
KISS (Kirow Integrated Safety System).
–– A tough, reliable industrial control unit monitors the
vehicle’s functions centrally and effectively prevents incorrect operation.
–– A colour graphic display shows the latest vehicle
status and provides information on functions that
are available or currently blocked.
–– A load display informs the driver of the current
load situation.
–– An active overload protection system protects the
driver and vehicle under critical loads.

During the offer phase our experts will assist you by
making suggestions about your driving routes and
pick-up positions and the tipping situation at the dumping area, as well as providing conceptual advice about
slag pots.
And of course we are available to our customers for
help and advice once we have delivered our product.
Whether you need our experts to identify a fault quickly
or you need spare parts, vehicle inspections, after-sale
training and coaching, or you require a repair service –
we are always on call.

Comprehensive safety packages such as camera
systems and fire-extinguishing equipment make the
Slag Taurus even safer.

We are aware of this responsibility. To us, it begins with
a highly conservative vehicle frame design and encompasses the exclusive use of top-class components
that have already proven themselves over years in
numerous steelworks applications. Kirow transporters
have demonstrated their worth in practice and earned
themselves a reputation for outstanding reliability over
past decades among numerous big-name customers.
The first ever transporter, delivered in 1997, is still busy
doing its rounds with its original steel structure.
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PALLET LOGISTICS.
VERSATILITY AND EFFICIENCY
FOR LOW TRANSPORT COSTS.

8 MULTI MOVER M AND Y

Transport tasks in steelworks can be very diverse.
Scrap, slabs, sheet metal, coils and rods all need to
be moved safely and quickly. And none of that can be
allowed to impede the operation of the steelworks.

It consists of:
–– Three rubber-tyred Multi Mover M units for transporting complete pig-iron ladles from the blast
furnace to the converter.
–– A compact Multi Mover Y mobile ladle crane for
cooling the pig iron near the blast furnace.
–– A concrete plate which connects blast furnace and
converter
Controlled remotely, the Multi Movers simply drive
across the concrete plate to the converter. This
system requires minimal space – no more complex rail
systems for transport cars or ladle cranes.
PROVEN SYSTEM FEATURING HIGH RELIABILITY
AND SAFETY
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system has been running in three-shift operation for many years at TKCSA
and Posco Krakatau.
Top-level components, ingenious heat protection and
generously designed steel structures and machinery
for non-stop operation are what guarantee its reliability. Its drive and control systems are designed
redundantly so that in the unlikely event of a drive or
controller failure, the vehicle can keep moving.

This is precisely where pallet logistics come in. Using
pallets enables loading to take place without the vehicle being present. Pallets that match all the different
kinds of goods being loaded can all be moved around
using just one transporter. To choose a Kirow pallet
system is to opt for flexible, future-proof logistics.

Approximately 70% was saved on investment costs in
the TKCSA and Posco Krakatau projects.
Upgrades are easier and cheaper – especially compared with rail-bound transport systems.

We have a choice of two types of vehicle. Firstly, there
is the Kirow Multi Mover whose modular design makes
it suitable for heavy loads of over 200 tonnes and, secondly, there is the Kirow Multi Flexus which can be used
in many different ways for loads of up to 200 tonnes.

UNBEATABLY LOW OPERATING AND
MAINTENANCE COSTS
The pig iron in the ladles transported by the Multi
Movers is much hotter when put into the converter
than it is coming off a rail-bound system. That means
significantly less energy has to be put into the pig iron
for the production of steel.

8 MULTI MOVER

THE MULTI MOVER IS THE IDEAL SYSTEM
WHEN MAXIMUM MANOEUVRABILITY IS REQUIRED IN SMALL SPACES.

That in turn means lower energy costs in the steelmaking process because completely full pig-iron ladles
can be driven directly and by the shortest route from
the blast furnace to the converter. The time-consuming decanting process required for torpedo cars is eliminated. Transport times using mobile equipment are
also much less than for moving, shunting and servicing
the pig iron in torpedo cars on a rail network.

With a conservatively designed load-bearing structure,
components with high service lives, high spare-part
and service availability and low operating and repair
costs (therefore high productivity) – the Slag Taurus
pays for itself within just a few years of use. Unbeatably low life-cycle costs have been achieved because
the Slag Taurus focuses on safety and reliability.

6 The Slag Taurus P
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MOBILE PIG IRON TRANSPORT.
SPACE-SAVING AND EFFICIENT –
THE NEW WAY OF TRANSPORTING PIG IRON.

MOBILITY FACILITATES UNIQUE WORKING
METHODS
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system is the most
efficient method of transporting pig iron from blast
furnace to converter.

That is why, we feel, quality pays off in the long run.
Our Caterpillar articulated steering is an example of
the kind of reliability that reduces life-cycle costs. It
has a service life of more than 20,000 non-stop hours.

6

6 The Slag Taurus: safety comes first!

Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system minimises investment, operation and energy costs while providing
maximum flexibility.

LIFE-CYCLE COSTS
Investment costs make up only a small part of lifecycle costs when considering a purchase. Operating
costs throughout a vehicle’s lifespan are much more
important to consider.

2

Slag Taurus: selected safety features
1.
Comprehensive lighting and warning lamps
2.
Large protection canopy
3.
Ergonomic ascents and railings
4.
Fire-extinguishing systems / extinguishers
5.
Emergency hydraulic linkage
6.
Rear side of protection canopy featuring wire-reinforced glass, 		
louvre windows and escape route

LOW INVESTMENT COSTS, HIGHER FLEXIBILITY
More benefits: unbeatably low investment costs for
vehicles and ladle crane compared with the numerous
torpedo cars required and an inflexible stationary ladle
crane; a cost-effective concrete plate as opposed to
costly tracks for cars and crane; and much less space
required.

RELIABILITY
The Slag Taurus is extremely fail-safe, field-tested and
reliable – even after years of use, on account of its
high level of standardisation. Its durability is legendary
and numerous customers have demonstrated that by
reordering.
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Numerous protective covers
Emergency descent ladder
Camera systems
Preparation for refractory lining
Protected pipes
Chain guard for rear axle
Encapsulated outriggers

6 The Slag Taurus U with U-frame steel structure

8 MULTI FLEXUS
TWO VERSIONS FOR MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
Multi Flexus is an articulated steering vehicle concept
with hydromechanical drive. Its logistical advantage is,
as with the Multi Mover, that loading can take place
independently of the vehicle.

MOBILITY
Pendulum axles, hydraulic axle load compensation as
well as multiple, independently driven bogies facilitate
safe operation even on difficult terrain. Uneven surfaces, such as those commonly encountered in scrap
and storage yards, are mastered with ease by the
Kirow Multi Mover and its big earth mover or super-elastic solid tyres.

The Multi Flexus F transports pallets that can be picked
up from below. It can handle applications involving
skips for scrap, semi-finished products such as slabs,
sheet metal and coils, as well as ladle transport. It can
also be used to carry plant components such as a
newly delivered tundish.

THE SYSTEM FOR HIGH LOAD DENSITIES
The Multi Mover is extremely compact considering how
much it can carry. For example, a 280-tonner has only
four axle lines which makes it exceedingly short and
therefore suited to high load densities. This guarantees
you maximum handling performance.

The Multi Flexus D transports smaller loads and is
unbeatable in its flexibility. Scrap transport in chutes
and skips, tinder, slurry, coils, slab end pieces, filter
dust, waste containers – these are but a few examples
of applications. Ladles and flat pallets are lifted directly
off the floor and are extremely economical to manufacture as well as immensely versatile. And of course,
the Multi Flexus D also has a tipping system.

CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS
The Multi Mover component modules consist of bogies,
power pack and over- and under-floor cabins, all of
which are configured according to customers’ requirements, giving them tailor-made solutions for their transport jobs. At the same time, they can enjoy the benefits
of a modular system, such as proven technology and
fast spare-parts availability.

6 Multi Mover M transporting a scrap basket
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MULTIPLE USES – EXTENDABLE SYSTEM
Because the Multi Flexus comes in various different
versions, there are many different ways you can use it
to fulfil all of your transport tasks.
It is easy to change and extend your transport activities if you have a Multi Flexus. This system can be
extended quickly, easily and cheaply while retaining the
same pallet and ladle interface dimensions.
THE POWER TO PERFORM IN SMALL SPACES
An example: a Multi Flexus F can replace three conventional trucks for the transport of scrap while requiring fewer people to drive it. Its handling capacity is also
much greater, since the vehicle does not have to wait
until it is loaded.
Conventional truck and trailer systems are much less
flexible. There are drawbacks in manoeuvring, such as
poor rear visibility, as well as inconvenient waiting while
trailers are changed and services such as hydraulics
and electrics are connected.
PROVEN TECHNOLOGY FROM THE SLAG TAURUS
The technology that has been proving itself for years
in the Slag Taurus is also used in the Multi Flexus. A
prime mover with hydromechanical drive, articulated
steering with an extremely long service life, strong steel
construction giving the vehicle extra durability – all of
these feature in the Multi Flexus as well, making it a
genuine Kirow through and through.

6 Multi Flexus F driving in beneath a skip

BOGIE STEERING FOR MANOEUVRABILITY
The Kirow Multi Mover is equipped with fully steerable
bogies making it extremely manoeuvrable, even when
space is tight.

The mobile system also has very low maintenance
costs. Short distances on a strong concrete plate compare very positively indeed with the cost of servicing a
high-maintenance rail network.
All this makes the Kirow mobile pig-iron handling
system a future-proof investment.
Road beats rail!

As with all Kirow transporters, the operator’s safety
has been placed first during the vehicle’s development.
The Multi Mover, for instance, is supplied with overload
protection and a fire-extinguishing system.

6 A Multi Mover Y transferring a pig-iron ladle to the Multi Mover M

6 Pallet system means flexible applications

6 Multi Mover M transporting flat material

6 Ultimate manoeuvrability in small spaces with a steering lock of up to 90° achieved by articulated steering

6 Multi Flexus D tipping heavy scrap
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XL SAFETY

MAXIMUM SAFETY AND RELIABILITY.
KIROW TRANSPORTERS SET STANDARDS.

SLAG TRANSPORT.
SLAG TAURUS – SAFETY FIRST AND FOREMOST.

XL SAFETY
It is not without reason that operational safety in transport logistics at steelworks is a top priority. Only if transport systems work safely and reliably under extreme
conditions can they really be economical. Rationalising
things just to cut costs in that area is ill-advised. It is
essential that the safety of workers and equipment
can be guaranteed even under time pressure and that
mistakes that can lead to accidents are practically
excluded.

8 SLAG TAURUS

That is why Kirow places special emphasis on the
interplay between people and machinery in the steelworks environment. The control concept used for Kirow
transporters almost completely eliminates the possibility of incorrect operation from the outset. For example,
load-lifting functions are electronically monitored. We
can develop customised safety packages to support
our customers’ drivers. Kirow transporters are known
for their safe operation.
RELIABILITY IS THE BASIS OF SENSIBLE ACTION
A plant standstill is an extremely critical situation for
any steelworks operator, especially in view of the
potential costs it can incur. It is right not to compromise
when it comes to the durability and reliability of transporters that work under extremely tough three-shift
conditions for 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

TECHNICAL PARTNERSHIP FROM THE OUTSET
A fair and lasting partnership begins long before contracts are signed.

The Slag Taurus is the market leader in the field of
slag transport. Its properties and features speak for
themselves:

Together with you, our experts can draw up tailor-made
solutions to meet your needs. We will gladly examine
the vehicle interfaces particular to your steelworks and
apply their practical knowledge in identifying solutions
which we have gathered over the course of hundreds
of applications. And we keep on developing with every
new project and with all of our customers. Custom
concepts do not necessarily contradict the process of
standardisation using proven components; rather this
approach is proof of our far-reaching knowledge.

ABSOLUTE SAFETY
We have redefined safety in slag transport with our
KISS (Kirow Integrated Safety System).
–– A tough, reliable industrial control unit monitors the
vehicle’s functions centrally and effectively prevents incorrect operation.
–– A colour graphic display shows the latest vehicle
status and provides information on functions that
are available or currently blocked.
–– A load display informs the driver of the current
load situation.
–– An active overload protection system protects the
driver and vehicle under critical loads.

During the offer phase our experts will assist you by
making suggestions about your driving routes and
pick-up positions and the tipping situation at the dumping area, as well as providing conceptual advice about
slag pots.
And of course we are available to our customers for
help and advice once we have delivered our product.
Whether you need our experts to identify a fault quickly
or you need spare parts, vehicle inspections, after-sale
training and coaching, or you require a repair service –
we are always on call.

Comprehensive safety packages such as camera
systems and fire-extinguishing equipment make the
Slag Taurus even safer.

We are aware of this responsibility. To us, it begins with
a highly conservative vehicle frame design and encompasses the exclusive use of top-class components
that have already proven themselves over years in
numerous steelworks applications. Kirow transporters
have demonstrated their worth in practice and earned
themselves a reputation for outstanding reliability over
past decades among numerous big-name customers.
The first ever transporter, delivered in 1997, is still busy
doing its rounds with its original steel structure.
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6 The Slag Taurus’ safety system

PALLET LOGISTICS.
VERSATILITY AND EFFICIENCY
FOR LOW TRANSPORT COSTS.

8 MULTI MOVER M AND Y

Transport tasks in steelworks can be very diverse.
Scrap, slabs, sheet metal, coils and rods all need to
be moved safely and quickly. And none of that can be
allowed to impede the operation of the steelworks.

It consists of:
–– Three rubber-tyred Multi Mover M units for transporting complete pig-iron ladles from the blast
furnace to the converter.
–– A compact Multi Mover Y mobile ladle crane for
cooling the pig iron near the blast furnace.
–– A concrete plate which connects blast furnace and
converter
Controlled remotely, the Multi Movers simply drive
across the concrete plate to the converter. This
system requires minimal space – no more complex rail
systems for transport cars or ladle cranes.
PROVEN SYSTEM FEATURING HIGH RELIABILITY
AND SAFETY
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system has been running in three-shift operation for many years at TKCSA
and Posco Krakatau.
Top-level components, ingenious heat protection and
generously designed steel structures and machinery
for non-stop operation are what guarantee its reliability. Its drive and control systems are designed
redundantly so that in the unlikely event of a drive or
controller failure, the vehicle can keep moving.

This is precisely where pallet logistics come in. Using
pallets enables loading to take place without the vehicle being present. Pallets that match all the different
kinds of goods being loaded can all be moved around
using just one transporter. To choose a Kirow pallet
system is to opt for flexible, future-proof logistics.

Approximately 70% was saved on investment costs in
the TKCSA and Posco Krakatau projects.
Upgrades are easier and cheaper – especially compared with rail-bound transport systems.

We have a choice of two types of vehicle. Firstly, there
is the Kirow Multi Mover whose modular design makes
it suitable for heavy loads of over 200 tonnes and, secondly, there is the Kirow Multi Flexus which can be used
in many different ways for loads of up to 200 tonnes.

UNBEATABLY LOW OPERATING AND
MAINTENANCE COSTS
The pig iron in the ladles transported by the Multi
Movers is much hotter when put into the converter
than it is coming off a rail-bound system. That means
significantly less energy has to be put into the pig iron
for the production of steel.

8 MULTI MOVER

THE MULTI MOVER IS THE IDEAL SYSTEM
WHEN MAXIMUM MANOEUVRABILITY IS REQUIRED IN SMALL SPACES.

That in turn means lower energy costs in the steelmaking process because completely full pig-iron ladles
can be driven directly and by the shortest route from
the blast furnace to the converter. The time-consuming decanting process required for torpedo cars is eliminated. Transport times using mobile equipment are
also much less than for moving, shunting and servicing
the pig iron in torpedo cars on a rail network.

With a conservatively designed load-bearing structure,
components with high service lives, high spare-part
and service availability and low operating and repair
costs (therefore high productivity) – the Slag Taurus
pays for itself within just a few years of use. Unbeatably low life-cycle costs have been achieved because
the Slag Taurus focuses on safety and reliability.
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MOBILE PIG IRON TRANSPORT.
SPACE-SAVING AND EFFICIENT –
THE NEW WAY OF TRANSPORTING PIG IRON.

MOBILITY FACILITATES UNIQUE WORKING
METHODS
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system is the most
efficient method of transporting pig iron from blast
furnace to converter.

That is why, we feel, quality pays off in the long run.
Our Caterpillar articulated steering is an example of
the kind of reliability that reduces life-cycle costs. It
has a service life of more than 20,000 non-stop hours.

6

6 The Slag Taurus: safety comes first!

Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system minimises investment, operation and energy costs while providing
maximum flexibility.

LIFE-CYCLE COSTS
Investment costs make up only a small part of lifecycle costs when considering a purchase. Operating
costs throughout a vehicle’s lifespan are much more
important to consider.

2

Slag Taurus: selected safety features
1.
Comprehensive lighting and warning lamps
2.
Large protection canopy
3.
Ergonomic ascents and railings
4.
Fire-extinguishing systems / extinguishers
5.
Emergency hydraulic linkage
6.
Rear side of protection canopy featuring wire-reinforced glass, 		
louvre windows and escape route

LOW INVESTMENT COSTS, HIGHER FLEXIBILITY
More benefits: unbeatably low investment costs for
vehicles and ladle crane compared with the numerous
torpedo cars required and an inflexible stationary ladle
crane; a cost-effective concrete plate as opposed to
costly tracks for cars and crane; and much less space
required.

RELIABILITY
The Slag Taurus is extremely fail-safe, field-tested and
reliable – even after years of use, on account of its
high level of standardisation. Its durability is legendary
and numerous customers have demonstrated that by
reordering.
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Numerous protective covers
Emergency descent ladder
Camera systems
Preparation for refractory lining
Protected pipes
Chain guard for rear axle
Encapsulated outriggers

6 The Slag Taurus U with U-frame steel structure

8 MULTI FLEXUS
TWO VERSIONS FOR MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
Multi Flexus is an articulated steering vehicle concept
with hydromechanical drive. Its logistical advantage is,
as with the Multi Mover, that loading can take place
independently of the vehicle.

MOBILITY
Pendulum axles, hydraulic axle load compensation as
well as multiple, independently driven bogies facilitate
safe operation even on difficult terrain. Uneven surfaces, such as those commonly encountered in scrap
and storage yards, are mastered with ease by the
Kirow Multi Mover and its big earth mover or super-elastic solid tyres.

The Multi Flexus F transports pallets that can be picked
up from below. It can handle applications involving
skips for scrap, semi-finished products such as slabs,
sheet metal and coils, as well as ladle transport. It can
also be used to carry plant components such as a
newly delivered tundish.

THE SYSTEM FOR HIGH LOAD DENSITIES
The Multi Mover is extremely compact considering how
much it can carry. For example, a 280-tonner has only
four axle lines which makes it exceedingly short and
therefore suited to high load densities. This guarantees
you maximum handling performance.

The Multi Flexus D transports smaller loads and is
unbeatable in its flexibility. Scrap transport in chutes
and skips, tinder, slurry, coils, slab end pieces, filter
dust, waste containers – these are but a few examples
of applications. Ladles and flat pallets are lifted directly
off the floor and are extremely economical to manufacture as well as immensely versatile. And of course,
the Multi Flexus D also has a tipping system.

CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS
The Multi Mover component modules consist of bogies,
power pack and over- and under-floor cabins, all of
which are configured according to customers’ requirements, giving them tailor-made solutions for their transport jobs. At the same time, they can enjoy the benefits
of a modular system, such as proven technology and
fast spare-parts availability.

6 Multi Mover M transporting a scrap basket
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MULTIPLE USES – EXTENDABLE SYSTEM
Because the Multi Flexus comes in various different
versions, there are many different ways you can use it
to fulfil all of your transport tasks.
It is easy to change and extend your transport activities if you have a Multi Flexus. This system can be
extended quickly, easily and cheaply while retaining the
same pallet and ladle interface dimensions.
THE POWER TO PERFORM IN SMALL SPACES
An example: a Multi Flexus F can replace three conventional trucks for the transport of scrap while requiring fewer people to drive it. Its handling capacity is also
much greater, since the vehicle does not have to wait
until it is loaded.
Conventional truck and trailer systems are much less
flexible. There are drawbacks in manoeuvring, such as
poor rear visibility, as well as inconvenient waiting while
trailers are changed and services such as hydraulics
and electrics are connected.
PROVEN TECHNOLOGY FROM THE SLAG TAURUS
The technology that has been proving itself for years
in the Slag Taurus is also used in the Multi Flexus. A
prime mover with hydromechanical drive, articulated
steering with an extremely long service life, strong steel
construction giving the vehicle extra durability – all of
these feature in the Multi Flexus as well, making it a
genuine Kirow through and through.

6 Multi Flexus F driving in beneath a skip

BOGIE STEERING FOR MANOEUVRABILITY
The Kirow Multi Mover is equipped with fully steerable
bogies making it extremely manoeuvrable, even when
space is tight.

The mobile system also has very low maintenance
costs. Short distances on a strong concrete plate compare very positively indeed with the cost of servicing a
high-maintenance rail network.
All this makes the Kirow mobile pig-iron handling
system a future-proof investment.
Road beats rail!

As with all Kirow transporters, the operator’s safety
has been placed first during the vehicle’s development.
The Multi Mover, for instance, is supplied with overload
protection and a fire-extinguishing system.

6 A Multi Mover Y transferring a pig-iron ladle to the Multi Mover M

6 Pallet system means flexible applications

6 Multi Mover M transporting flat material

6 Ultimate manoeuvrability in small spaces with a steering lock of up to 90° achieved by articulated steering

6 Multi Flexus D tipping heavy scrap
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MAXIMUM SAFETY AND RELIABILITY.
KIROW TRANSPORTERS SET STANDARDS.

SLAG TRANSPORT.
SLAG TAURUS – SAFETY FIRST AND FOREMOST.

XL SAFETY
It is not without reason that operational safety in transport logistics at steelworks is a top priority. Only if transport systems work safely and reliably under extreme
conditions can they really be economical. Rationalising
things just to cut costs in that area is ill-advised. It is
essential that the safety of workers and equipment
can be guaranteed even under time pressure and that
mistakes that can lead to accidents are practically
excluded.

8 SLAG TAURUS

That is why Kirow places special emphasis on the
interplay between people and machinery in the steelworks environment. The control concept used for Kirow
transporters almost completely eliminates the possibility of incorrect operation from the outset. For example,
load-lifting functions are electronically monitored. We
can develop customised safety packages to support
our customers’ drivers. Kirow transporters are known
for their safe operation.
RELIABILITY IS THE BASIS OF SENSIBLE ACTION
A plant standstill is an extremely critical situation for
any steelworks operator, especially in view of the
potential costs it can incur. It is right not to compromise
when it comes to the durability and reliability of transporters that work under extremely tough three-shift
conditions for 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

TECHNICAL PARTNERSHIP FROM THE OUTSET
A fair and lasting partnership begins long before contracts are signed.

The Slag Taurus is the market leader in the field of
slag transport. Its properties and features speak for
themselves:

Together with you, our experts can draw up tailor-made
solutions to meet your needs. We will gladly examine
the vehicle interfaces particular to your steelworks and
apply their practical knowledge in identifying solutions
which we have gathered over the course of hundreds
of applications. And we keep on developing with every
new project and with all of our customers. Custom
concepts do not necessarily contradict the process of
standardisation using proven components; rather this
approach is proof of our far-reaching knowledge.

ABSOLUTE SAFETY
We have redefined safety in slag transport with our
KISS (Kirow Integrated Safety System).
–– A tough, reliable industrial control unit monitors the
vehicle’s functions centrally and effectively prevents incorrect operation.
–– A colour graphic display shows the latest vehicle
status and provides information on functions that
are available or currently blocked.
–– A load display informs the driver of the current
load situation.
–– An active overload protection system protects the
driver and vehicle under critical loads.

During the offer phase our experts will assist you by
making suggestions about your driving routes and
pick-up positions and the tipping situation at the dumping area, as well as providing conceptual advice about
slag pots.
And of course we are available to our customers for
help and advice once we have delivered our product.
Whether you need our experts to identify a fault quickly
or you need spare parts, vehicle inspections, after-sale
training and coaching, or you require a repair service –
we are always on call.

Comprehensive safety packages such as camera
systems and fire-extinguishing equipment make the
Slag Taurus even safer.

We are aware of this responsibility. To us, it begins with
a highly conservative vehicle frame design and encompasses the exclusive use of top-class components
that have already proven themselves over years in
numerous steelworks applications. Kirow transporters
have demonstrated their worth in practice and earned
themselves a reputation for outstanding reliability over
past decades among numerous big-name customers.
The first ever transporter, delivered in 1997, is still busy
doing its rounds with its original steel structure.
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PALLET LOGISTICS.
VERSATILITY AND EFFICIENCY
FOR LOW TRANSPORT COSTS.

8 MULTI MOVER M AND Y

Transport tasks in steelworks can be very diverse.
Scrap, slabs, sheet metal, coils and rods all need to
be moved safely and quickly. And none of that can be
allowed to impede the operation of the steelworks.

It consists of:
–– Three rubber-tyred Multi Mover M units for transporting complete pig-iron ladles from the blast
furnace to the converter.
–– A compact Multi Mover Y mobile ladle crane for
cooling the pig iron near the blast furnace.
–– A concrete plate which connects blast furnace and
converter
Controlled remotely, the Multi Movers simply drive
across the concrete plate to the converter. This
system requires minimal space – no more complex rail
systems for transport cars or ladle cranes.
PROVEN SYSTEM FEATURING HIGH RELIABILITY
AND SAFETY
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system has been running in three-shift operation for many years at TKCSA
and Posco Krakatau.
Top-level components, ingenious heat protection and
generously designed steel structures and machinery
for non-stop operation are what guarantee its reliability. Its drive and control systems are designed
redundantly so that in the unlikely event of a drive or
controller failure, the vehicle can keep moving.

This is precisely where pallet logistics come in. Using
pallets enables loading to take place without the vehicle being present. Pallets that match all the different
kinds of goods being loaded can all be moved around
using just one transporter. To choose a Kirow pallet
system is to opt for flexible, future-proof logistics.

Approximately 70% was saved on investment costs in
the TKCSA and Posco Krakatau projects.
Upgrades are easier and cheaper – especially compared with rail-bound transport systems.

We have a choice of two types of vehicle. Firstly, there
is the Kirow Multi Mover whose modular design makes
it suitable for heavy loads of over 200 tonnes and, secondly, there is the Kirow Multi Flexus which can be used
in many different ways for loads of up to 200 tonnes.

UNBEATABLY LOW OPERATING AND
MAINTENANCE COSTS
The pig iron in the ladles transported by the Multi
Movers is much hotter when put into the converter
than it is coming off a rail-bound system. That means
significantly less energy has to be put into the pig iron
for the production of steel.

8 MULTI MOVER

THE MULTI MOVER IS THE IDEAL SYSTEM
WHEN MAXIMUM MANOEUVRABILITY IS REQUIRED IN SMALL SPACES.

That in turn means lower energy costs in the steelmaking process because completely full pig-iron ladles
can be driven directly and by the shortest route from
the blast furnace to the converter. The time-consuming decanting process required for torpedo cars is eliminated. Transport times using mobile equipment are
also much less than for moving, shunting and servicing
the pig iron in torpedo cars on a rail network.

With a conservatively designed load-bearing structure,
components with high service lives, high spare-part
and service availability and low operating and repair
costs (therefore high productivity) – the Slag Taurus
pays for itself within just a few years of use. Unbeatably low life-cycle costs have been achieved because
the Slag Taurus focuses on safety and reliability.
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MOBILE PIG IRON TRANSPORT.
SPACE-SAVING AND EFFICIENT –
THE NEW WAY OF TRANSPORTING PIG IRON.

MOBILITY FACILITATES UNIQUE WORKING
METHODS
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system is the most
efficient method of transporting pig iron from blast
furnace to converter.

That is why, we feel, quality pays off in the long run.
Our Caterpillar articulated steering is an example of
the kind of reliability that reduces life-cycle costs. It
has a service life of more than 20,000 non-stop hours.

6

6 The Slag Taurus: safety comes first!

Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system minimises investment, operation and energy costs while providing
maximum flexibility.

LIFE-CYCLE COSTS
Investment costs make up only a small part of lifecycle costs when considering a purchase. Operating
costs throughout a vehicle’s lifespan are much more
important to consider.

2

Slag Taurus: selected safety features
1.
Comprehensive lighting and warning lamps
2.
Large protection canopy
3.
Ergonomic ascents and railings
4.
Fire-extinguishing systems / extinguishers
5.
Emergency hydraulic linkage
6.
Rear side of protection canopy featuring wire-reinforced glass, 		
louvre windows and escape route

LOW INVESTMENT COSTS, HIGHER FLEXIBILITY
More benefits: unbeatably low investment costs for
vehicles and ladle crane compared with the numerous
torpedo cars required and an inflexible stationary ladle
crane; a cost-effective concrete plate as opposed to
costly tracks for cars and crane; and much less space
required.

RELIABILITY
The Slag Taurus is extremely fail-safe, field-tested and
reliable – even after years of use, on account of its
high level of standardisation. Its durability is legendary
and numerous customers have demonstrated that by
reordering.
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Numerous protective covers
Emergency descent ladder
Camera systems
Preparation for refractory lining
Protected pipes
Chain guard for rear axle
Encapsulated outriggers
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8 MULTI FLEXUS
TWO VERSIONS FOR MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
Multi Flexus is an articulated steering vehicle concept
with hydromechanical drive. Its logistical advantage is,
as with the Multi Mover, that loading can take place
independently of the vehicle.

MOBILITY
Pendulum axles, hydraulic axle load compensation as
well as multiple, independently driven bogies facilitate
safe operation even on difficult terrain. Uneven surfaces, such as those commonly encountered in scrap
and storage yards, are mastered with ease by the
Kirow Multi Mover and its big earth mover or super-elastic solid tyres.

The Multi Flexus F transports pallets that can be picked
up from below. It can handle applications involving
skips for scrap, semi-finished products such as slabs,
sheet metal and coils, as well as ladle transport. It can
also be used to carry plant components such as a
newly delivered tundish.

THE SYSTEM FOR HIGH LOAD DENSITIES
The Multi Mover is extremely compact considering how
much it can carry. For example, a 280-tonner has only
four axle lines which makes it exceedingly short and
therefore suited to high load densities. This guarantees
you maximum handling performance.

The Multi Flexus D transports smaller loads and is
unbeatable in its flexibility. Scrap transport in chutes
and skips, tinder, slurry, coils, slab end pieces, filter
dust, waste containers – these are but a few examples
of applications. Ladles and flat pallets are lifted directly
off the floor and are extremely economical to manufacture as well as immensely versatile. And of course,
the Multi Flexus D also has a tipping system.

CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS
The Multi Mover component modules consist of bogies,
power pack and over- and under-floor cabins, all of
which are configured according to customers’ requirements, giving them tailor-made solutions for their transport jobs. At the same time, they can enjoy the benefits
of a modular system, such as proven technology and
fast spare-parts availability.
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MULTIPLE USES – EXTENDABLE SYSTEM
Because the Multi Flexus comes in various different
versions, there are many different ways you can use it
to fulfil all of your transport tasks.
It is easy to change and extend your transport activities if you have a Multi Flexus. This system can be
extended quickly, easily and cheaply while retaining the
same pallet and ladle interface dimensions.
THE POWER TO PERFORM IN SMALL SPACES
An example: a Multi Flexus F can replace three conventional trucks for the transport of scrap while requiring fewer people to drive it. Its handling capacity is also
much greater, since the vehicle does not have to wait
until it is loaded.
Conventional truck and trailer systems are much less
flexible. There are drawbacks in manoeuvring, such as
poor rear visibility, as well as inconvenient waiting while
trailers are changed and services such as hydraulics
and electrics are connected.
PROVEN TECHNOLOGY FROM THE SLAG TAURUS
The technology that has been proving itself for years
in the Slag Taurus is also used in the Multi Flexus. A
prime mover with hydromechanical drive, articulated
steering with an extremely long service life, strong steel
construction giving the vehicle extra durability – all of
these feature in the Multi Flexus as well, making it a
genuine Kirow through and through.

6 Multi Flexus F driving in beneath a skip

BOGIE STEERING FOR MANOEUVRABILITY
The Kirow Multi Mover is equipped with fully steerable
bogies making it extremely manoeuvrable, even when
space is tight.

The mobile system also has very low maintenance
costs. Short distances on a strong concrete plate compare very positively indeed with the cost of servicing a
high-maintenance rail network.
All this makes the Kirow mobile pig-iron handling
system a future-proof investment.
Road beats rail!

As with all Kirow transporters, the operator’s safety
has been placed first during the vehicle’s development.
The Multi Mover, for instance, is supplied with overload
protection and a fire-extinguishing system.

6 A Multi Mover Y transferring a pig-iron ladle to the Multi Mover M

6 Pallet system means flexible applications

6 Multi Mover M transporting flat material

6 Ultimate manoeuvrability in small spaces with a steering lock of up to 90° achieved by articulated steering

6 Multi Flexus D tipping heavy scrap
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MAXIMUM SAFETY AND RELIABILITY.
KIROW TRANSPORTERS SET STANDARDS.

SLAG TRANSPORT.
SLAG TAURUS – SAFETY FIRST AND FOREMOST.

XL SAFETY
It is not without reason that operational safety in transport logistics at steelworks is a top priority. Only if transport systems work safely and reliably under extreme
conditions can they really be economical. Rationalising
things just to cut costs in that area is ill-advised. It is
essential that the safety of workers and equipment
can be guaranteed even under time pressure and that
mistakes that can lead to accidents are practically
excluded.

8 SLAG TAURUS

That is why Kirow places special emphasis on the
interplay between people and machinery in the steelworks environment. The control concept used for Kirow
transporters almost completely eliminates the possibility of incorrect operation from the outset. For example,
load-lifting functions are electronically monitored. We
can develop customised safety packages to support
our customers’ drivers. Kirow transporters are known
for their safe operation.
RELIABILITY IS THE BASIS OF SENSIBLE ACTION
A plant standstill is an extremely critical situation for
any steelworks operator, especially in view of the
potential costs it can incur. It is right not to compromise
when it comes to the durability and reliability of transporters that work under extremely tough three-shift
conditions for 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

TECHNICAL PARTNERSHIP FROM THE OUTSET
A fair and lasting partnership begins long before contracts are signed.

The Slag Taurus is the market leader in the field of
slag transport. Its properties and features speak for
themselves:

Together with you, our experts can draw up tailor-made
solutions to meet your needs. We will gladly examine
the vehicle interfaces particular to your steelworks and
apply their practical knowledge in identifying solutions
which we have gathered over the course of hundreds
of applications. And we keep on developing with every
new project and with all of our customers. Custom
concepts do not necessarily contradict the process of
standardisation using proven components; rather this
approach is proof of our far-reaching knowledge.

ABSOLUTE SAFETY
We have redefined safety in slag transport with our
KISS (Kirow Integrated Safety System).
–– A tough, reliable industrial control unit monitors the
vehicle’s functions centrally and effectively prevents incorrect operation.
–– A colour graphic display shows the latest vehicle
status and provides information on functions that
are available or currently blocked.
–– A load display informs the driver of the current
load situation.
–– An active overload protection system protects the
driver and vehicle under critical loads.

During the offer phase our experts will assist you by
making suggestions about your driving routes and
pick-up positions and the tipping situation at the dumping area, as well as providing conceptual advice about
slag pots.
And of course we are available to our customers for
help and advice once we have delivered our product.
Whether you need our experts to identify a fault quickly
or you need spare parts, vehicle inspections, after-sale
training and coaching, or you require a repair service –
we are always on call.

Comprehensive safety packages such as camera
systems and fire-extinguishing equipment make the
Slag Taurus even safer.

We are aware of this responsibility. To us, it begins with
a highly conservative vehicle frame design and encompasses the exclusive use of top-class components
that have already proven themselves over years in
numerous steelworks applications. Kirow transporters
have demonstrated their worth in practice and earned
themselves a reputation for outstanding reliability over
past decades among numerous big-name customers.
The first ever transporter, delivered in 1997, is still busy
doing its rounds with its original steel structure.
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6 The Slag Taurus’ safety system

PALLET LOGISTICS.
VERSATILITY AND EFFICIENCY
FOR LOW TRANSPORT COSTS.

8 MULTI MOVER M AND Y

Transport tasks in steelworks can be very diverse.
Scrap, slabs, sheet metal, coils and rods all need to
be moved safely and quickly. And none of that can be
allowed to impede the operation of the steelworks.

It consists of:
–– Three rubber-tyred Multi Mover M units for transporting complete pig-iron ladles from the blast
furnace to the converter.
–– A compact Multi Mover Y mobile ladle crane for
cooling the pig iron near the blast furnace.
–– A concrete plate which connects blast furnace and
converter
Controlled remotely, the Multi Movers simply drive
across the concrete plate to the converter. This
system requires minimal space – no more complex rail
systems for transport cars or ladle cranes.
PROVEN SYSTEM FEATURING HIGH RELIABILITY
AND SAFETY
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system has been running in three-shift operation for many years at TKCSA
and Posco Krakatau.
Top-level components, ingenious heat protection and
generously designed steel structures and machinery
for non-stop operation are what guarantee its reliability. Its drive and control systems are designed
redundantly so that in the unlikely event of a drive or
controller failure, the vehicle can keep moving.

This is precisely where pallet logistics come in. Using
pallets enables loading to take place without the vehicle being present. Pallets that match all the different
kinds of goods being loaded can all be moved around
using just one transporter. To choose a Kirow pallet
system is to opt for flexible, future-proof logistics.

Approximately 70% was saved on investment costs in
the TKCSA and Posco Krakatau projects.
Upgrades are easier and cheaper – especially compared with rail-bound transport systems.

We have a choice of two types of vehicle. Firstly, there
is the Kirow Multi Mover whose modular design makes
it suitable for heavy loads of over 200 tonnes and, secondly, there is the Kirow Multi Flexus which can be used
in many different ways for loads of up to 200 tonnes.

UNBEATABLY LOW OPERATING AND
MAINTENANCE COSTS
The pig iron in the ladles transported by the Multi
Movers is much hotter when put into the converter
than it is coming off a rail-bound system. That means
significantly less energy has to be put into the pig iron
for the production of steel.

8 MULTI MOVER

THE MULTI MOVER IS THE IDEAL SYSTEM
WHEN MAXIMUM MANOEUVRABILITY IS REQUIRED IN SMALL SPACES.

That in turn means lower energy costs in the steelmaking process because completely full pig-iron ladles
can be driven directly and by the shortest route from
the blast furnace to the converter. The time-consuming decanting process required for torpedo cars is eliminated. Transport times using mobile equipment are
also much less than for moving, shunting and servicing
the pig iron in torpedo cars on a rail network.

With a conservatively designed load-bearing structure,
components with high service lives, high spare-part
and service availability and low operating and repair
costs (therefore high productivity) – the Slag Taurus
pays for itself within just a few years of use. Unbeatably low life-cycle costs have been achieved because
the Slag Taurus focuses on safety and reliability.

6 The Slag Taurus P
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MOBILE PIG IRON TRANSPORT.
SPACE-SAVING AND EFFICIENT –
THE NEW WAY OF TRANSPORTING PIG IRON.

MOBILITY FACILITATES UNIQUE WORKING
METHODS
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system is the most
efficient method of transporting pig iron from blast
furnace to converter.

That is why, we feel, quality pays off in the long run.
Our Caterpillar articulated steering is an example of
the kind of reliability that reduces life-cycle costs. It
has a service life of more than 20,000 non-stop hours.

6

6 The Slag Taurus: safety comes first!

Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system minimises investment, operation and energy costs while providing
maximum flexibility.

LIFE-CYCLE COSTS
Investment costs make up only a small part of lifecycle costs when considering a purchase. Operating
costs throughout a vehicle’s lifespan are much more
important to consider.

2

Slag Taurus: selected safety features
1.
Comprehensive lighting and warning lamps
2.
Large protection canopy
3.
Ergonomic ascents and railings
4.
Fire-extinguishing systems / extinguishers
5.
Emergency hydraulic linkage
6.
Rear side of protection canopy featuring wire-reinforced glass, 		
louvre windows and escape route

LOW INVESTMENT COSTS, HIGHER FLEXIBILITY
More benefits: unbeatably low investment costs for
vehicles and ladle crane compared with the numerous
torpedo cars required and an inflexible stationary ladle
crane; a cost-effective concrete plate as opposed to
costly tracks for cars and crane; and much less space
required.

RELIABILITY
The Slag Taurus is extremely fail-safe, field-tested and
reliable – even after years of use, on account of its
high level of standardisation. Its durability is legendary
and numerous customers have demonstrated that by
reordering.
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Numerous protective covers
Emergency descent ladder
Camera systems
Preparation for refractory lining
Protected pipes
Chain guard for rear axle
Encapsulated outriggers

6 The Slag Taurus U with U-frame steel structure

8 MULTI FLEXUS
TWO VERSIONS FOR MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
Multi Flexus is an articulated steering vehicle concept
with hydromechanical drive. Its logistical advantage is,
as with the Multi Mover, that loading can take place
independently of the vehicle.

MOBILITY
Pendulum axles, hydraulic axle load compensation as
well as multiple, independently driven bogies facilitate
safe operation even on difficult terrain. Uneven surfaces, such as those commonly encountered in scrap
and storage yards, are mastered with ease by the
Kirow Multi Mover and its big earth mover or super-elastic solid tyres.

The Multi Flexus F transports pallets that can be picked
up from below. It can handle applications involving
skips for scrap, semi-finished products such as slabs,
sheet metal and coils, as well as ladle transport. It can
also be used to carry plant components such as a
newly delivered tundish.

THE SYSTEM FOR HIGH LOAD DENSITIES
The Multi Mover is extremely compact considering how
much it can carry. For example, a 280-tonner has only
four axle lines which makes it exceedingly short and
therefore suited to high load densities. This guarantees
you maximum handling performance.

The Multi Flexus D transports smaller loads and is
unbeatable in its flexibility. Scrap transport in chutes
and skips, tinder, slurry, coils, slab end pieces, filter
dust, waste containers – these are but a few examples
of applications. Ladles and flat pallets are lifted directly
off the floor and are extremely economical to manufacture as well as immensely versatile. And of course,
the Multi Flexus D also has a tipping system.

CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS
The Multi Mover component modules consist of bogies,
power pack and over- and under-floor cabins, all of
which are configured according to customers’ requirements, giving them tailor-made solutions for their transport jobs. At the same time, they can enjoy the benefits
of a modular system, such as proven technology and
fast spare-parts availability.

6 Multi Mover M transporting a scrap basket
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MULTIPLE USES – EXTENDABLE SYSTEM
Because the Multi Flexus comes in various different
versions, there are many different ways you can use it
to fulfil all of your transport tasks.
It is easy to change and extend your transport activities if you have a Multi Flexus. This system can be
extended quickly, easily and cheaply while retaining the
same pallet and ladle interface dimensions.
THE POWER TO PERFORM IN SMALL SPACES
An example: a Multi Flexus F can replace three conventional trucks for the transport of scrap while requiring fewer people to drive it. Its handling capacity is also
much greater, since the vehicle does not have to wait
until it is loaded.
Conventional truck and trailer systems are much less
flexible. There are drawbacks in manoeuvring, such as
poor rear visibility, as well as inconvenient waiting while
trailers are changed and services such as hydraulics
and electrics are connected.
PROVEN TECHNOLOGY FROM THE SLAG TAURUS
The technology that has been proving itself for years
in the Slag Taurus is also used in the Multi Flexus. A
prime mover with hydromechanical drive, articulated
steering with an extremely long service life, strong steel
construction giving the vehicle extra durability – all of
these feature in the Multi Flexus as well, making it a
genuine Kirow through and through.

6 Multi Flexus F driving in beneath a skip

BOGIE STEERING FOR MANOEUVRABILITY
The Kirow Multi Mover is equipped with fully steerable
bogies making it extremely manoeuvrable, even when
space is tight.

The mobile system also has very low maintenance
costs. Short distances on a strong concrete plate compare very positively indeed with the cost of servicing a
high-maintenance rail network.
All this makes the Kirow mobile pig-iron handling
system a future-proof investment.
Road beats rail!

As with all Kirow transporters, the operator’s safety
has been placed first during the vehicle’s development.
The Multi Mover, for instance, is supplied with overload
protection and a fire-extinguishing system.

6 A Multi Mover Y transferring a pig-iron ladle to the Multi Mover M

6 Pallet system means flexible applications

6 Multi Mover M transporting flat material

6 Ultimate manoeuvrability in small spaces with a steering lock of up to 90° achieved by articulated steering

6 Multi Flexus D tipping heavy scrap
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XL SAFETY

MAXIMUM SAFETY AND RELIABILITY.
KIROW TRANSPORTERS SET STANDARDS.

SLAG TRANSPORT.
SLAG TAURUS – SAFETY FIRST AND FOREMOST.

XL SAFETY
It is not without reason that operational safety in transport logistics at steelworks is a top priority. Only if transport systems work safely and reliably under extreme
conditions can they really be economical. Rationalising
things just to cut costs in that area is ill-advised. It is
essential that the safety of workers and equipment
can be guaranteed even under time pressure and that
mistakes that can lead to accidents are practically
excluded.

8 SLAG TAURUS

That is why Kirow places special emphasis on the
interplay between people and machinery in the steelworks environment. The control concept used for Kirow
transporters almost completely eliminates the possibility of incorrect operation from the outset. For example,
load-lifting functions are electronically monitored. We
can develop customised safety packages to support
our customers’ drivers. Kirow transporters are known
for their safe operation.
RELIABILITY IS THE BASIS OF SENSIBLE ACTION
A plant standstill is an extremely critical situation for
any steelworks operator, especially in view of the
potential costs it can incur. It is right not to compromise
when it comes to the durability and reliability of transporters that work under extremely tough three-shift
conditions for 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

TECHNICAL PARTNERSHIP FROM THE OUTSET
A fair and lasting partnership begins long before contracts are signed.

The Slag Taurus is the market leader in the field of
slag transport. Its properties and features speak for
themselves:

Together with you, our experts can draw up tailor-made
solutions to meet your needs. We will gladly examine
the vehicle interfaces particular to your steelworks and
apply their practical knowledge in identifying solutions
which we have gathered over the course of hundreds
of applications. And we keep on developing with every
new project and with all of our customers. Custom
concepts do not necessarily contradict the process of
standardisation using proven components; rather this
approach is proof of our far-reaching knowledge.

ABSOLUTE SAFETY
We have redefined safety in slag transport with our
KISS (Kirow Integrated Safety System).
–– A tough, reliable industrial control unit monitors the
vehicle’s functions centrally and effectively prevents incorrect operation.
–– A colour graphic display shows the latest vehicle
status and provides information on functions that
are available or currently blocked.
–– A load display informs the driver of the current
load situation.
–– An active overload protection system protects the
driver and vehicle under critical loads.

During the offer phase our experts will assist you by
making suggestions about your driving routes and
pick-up positions and the tipping situation at the dumping area, as well as providing conceptual advice about
slag pots.
And of course we are available to our customers for
help and advice once we have delivered our product.
Whether you need our experts to identify a fault quickly
or you need spare parts, vehicle inspections, after-sale
training and coaching, or you require a repair service –
we are always on call.

Comprehensive safety packages such as camera
systems and fire-extinguishing equipment make the
Slag Taurus even safer.

We are aware of this responsibility. To us, it begins with
a highly conservative vehicle frame design and encompasses the exclusive use of top-class components
that have already proven themselves over years in
numerous steelworks applications. Kirow transporters
have demonstrated their worth in practice and earned
themselves a reputation for outstanding reliability over
past decades among numerous big-name customers.
The first ever transporter, delivered in 1997, is still busy
doing its rounds with its original steel structure.
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6 The Slag Taurus’ safety system

PALLET LOGISTICS.
VERSATILITY AND EFFICIENCY
FOR LOW TRANSPORT COSTS.

8 MULTI MOVER M AND Y

Transport tasks in steelworks can be very diverse.
Scrap, slabs, sheet metal, coils and rods all need to
be moved safely and quickly. And none of that can be
allowed to impede the operation of the steelworks.

It consists of:
–– Three rubber-tyred Multi Mover M units for transporting complete pig-iron ladles from the blast
furnace to the converter.
–– A compact Multi Mover Y mobile ladle crane for
cooling the pig iron near the blast furnace.
–– A concrete plate which connects blast furnace and
converter
Controlled remotely, the Multi Movers simply drive
across the concrete plate to the converter. This
system requires minimal space – no more complex rail
systems for transport cars or ladle cranes.
PROVEN SYSTEM FEATURING HIGH RELIABILITY
AND SAFETY
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system has been running in three-shift operation for many years at TKCSA
and Posco Krakatau.
Top-level components, ingenious heat protection and
generously designed steel structures and machinery
for non-stop operation are what guarantee its reliability. Its drive and control systems are designed
redundantly so that in the unlikely event of a drive or
controller failure, the vehicle can keep moving.

This is precisely where pallet logistics come in. Using
pallets enables loading to take place without the vehicle being present. Pallets that match all the different
kinds of goods being loaded can all be moved around
using just one transporter. To choose a Kirow pallet
system is to opt for flexible, future-proof logistics.

Approximately 70% was saved on investment costs in
the TKCSA and Posco Krakatau projects.
Upgrades are easier and cheaper – especially compared with rail-bound transport systems.

We have a choice of two types of vehicle. Firstly, there
is the Kirow Multi Mover whose modular design makes
it suitable for heavy loads of over 200 tonnes and, secondly, there is the Kirow Multi Flexus which can be used
in many different ways for loads of up to 200 tonnes.

UNBEATABLY LOW OPERATING AND
MAINTENANCE COSTS
The pig iron in the ladles transported by the Multi
Movers is much hotter when put into the converter
than it is coming off a rail-bound system. That means
significantly less energy has to be put into the pig iron
for the production of steel.

8 MULTI MOVER

THE MULTI MOVER IS THE IDEAL SYSTEM
WHEN MAXIMUM MANOEUVRABILITY IS REQUIRED IN SMALL SPACES.

That in turn means lower energy costs in the steelmaking process because completely full pig-iron ladles
can be driven directly and by the shortest route from
the blast furnace to the converter. The time-consuming decanting process required for torpedo cars is eliminated. Transport times using mobile equipment are
also much less than for moving, shunting and servicing
the pig iron in torpedo cars on a rail network.

With a conservatively designed load-bearing structure,
components with high service lives, high spare-part
and service availability and low operating and repair
costs (therefore high productivity) – the Slag Taurus
pays for itself within just a few years of use. Unbeatably low life-cycle costs have been achieved because
the Slag Taurus focuses on safety and reliability.

6 The Slag Taurus P
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MOBILE PIG IRON TRANSPORT.
SPACE-SAVING AND EFFICIENT –
THE NEW WAY OF TRANSPORTING PIG IRON.

MOBILITY FACILITATES UNIQUE WORKING
METHODS
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system is the most
efficient method of transporting pig iron from blast
furnace to converter.

That is why, we feel, quality pays off in the long run.
Our Caterpillar articulated steering is an example of
the kind of reliability that reduces life-cycle costs. It
has a service life of more than 20,000 non-stop hours.

6

6 The Slag Taurus: safety comes first!

Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system minimises investment, operation and energy costs while providing
maximum flexibility.

LIFE-CYCLE COSTS
Investment costs make up only a small part of lifecycle costs when considering a purchase. Operating
costs throughout a vehicle’s lifespan are much more
important to consider.
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Slag Taurus: selected safety features
1.
Comprehensive lighting and warning lamps
2.
Large protection canopy
3.
Ergonomic ascents and railings
4.
Fire-extinguishing systems / extinguishers
5.
Emergency hydraulic linkage
6.
Rear side of protection canopy featuring wire-reinforced glass, 		
louvre windows and escape route

LOW INVESTMENT COSTS, HIGHER FLEXIBILITY
More benefits: unbeatably low investment costs for
vehicles and ladle crane compared with the numerous
torpedo cars required and an inflexible stationary ladle
crane; a cost-effective concrete plate as opposed to
costly tracks for cars and crane; and much less space
required.

RELIABILITY
The Slag Taurus is extremely fail-safe, field-tested and
reliable – even after years of use, on account of its
high level of standardisation. Its durability is legendary
and numerous customers have demonstrated that by
reordering.
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Numerous protective covers
Emergency descent ladder
Camera systems
Preparation for refractory lining
Protected pipes
Chain guard for rear axle
Encapsulated outriggers

6 The Slag Taurus U with U-frame steel structure

8 MULTI FLEXUS
TWO VERSIONS FOR MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
Multi Flexus is an articulated steering vehicle concept
with hydromechanical drive. Its logistical advantage is,
as with the Multi Mover, that loading can take place
independently of the vehicle.

MOBILITY
Pendulum axles, hydraulic axle load compensation as
well as multiple, independently driven bogies facilitate
safe operation even on difficult terrain. Uneven surfaces, such as those commonly encountered in scrap
and storage yards, are mastered with ease by the
Kirow Multi Mover and its big earth mover or super-elastic solid tyres.

The Multi Flexus F transports pallets that can be picked
up from below. It can handle applications involving
skips for scrap, semi-finished products such as slabs,
sheet metal and coils, as well as ladle transport. It can
also be used to carry plant components such as a
newly delivered tundish.

THE SYSTEM FOR HIGH LOAD DENSITIES
The Multi Mover is extremely compact considering how
much it can carry. For example, a 280-tonner has only
four axle lines which makes it exceedingly short and
therefore suited to high load densities. This guarantees
you maximum handling performance.

The Multi Flexus D transports smaller loads and is
unbeatable in its flexibility. Scrap transport in chutes
and skips, tinder, slurry, coils, slab end pieces, filter
dust, waste containers – these are but a few examples
of applications. Ladles and flat pallets are lifted directly
off the floor and are extremely economical to manufacture as well as immensely versatile. And of course,
the Multi Flexus D also has a tipping system.

CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS
The Multi Mover component modules consist of bogies,
power pack and over- and under-floor cabins, all of
which are configured according to customers’ requirements, giving them tailor-made solutions for their transport jobs. At the same time, they can enjoy the benefits
of a modular system, such as proven technology and
fast spare-parts availability.
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MULTIPLE USES – EXTENDABLE SYSTEM
Because the Multi Flexus comes in various different
versions, there are many different ways you can use it
to fulfil all of your transport tasks.
It is easy to change and extend your transport activities if you have a Multi Flexus. This system can be
extended quickly, easily and cheaply while retaining the
same pallet and ladle interface dimensions.
THE POWER TO PERFORM IN SMALL SPACES
An example: a Multi Flexus F can replace three conventional trucks for the transport of scrap while requiring fewer people to drive it. Its handling capacity is also
much greater, since the vehicle does not have to wait
until it is loaded.
Conventional truck and trailer systems are much less
flexible. There are drawbacks in manoeuvring, such as
poor rear visibility, as well as inconvenient waiting while
trailers are changed and services such as hydraulics
and electrics are connected.
PROVEN TECHNOLOGY FROM THE SLAG TAURUS
The technology that has been proving itself for years
in the Slag Taurus is also used in the Multi Flexus. A
prime mover with hydromechanical drive, articulated
steering with an extremely long service life, strong steel
construction giving the vehicle extra durability – all of
these feature in the Multi Flexus as well, making it a
genuine Kirow through and through.

6 Multi Flexus F driving in beneath a skip

BOGIE STEERING FOR MANOEUVRABILITY
The Kirow Multi Mover is equipped with fully steerable
bogies making it extremely manoeuvrable, even when
space is tight.

The mobile system also has very low maintenance
costs. Short distances on a strong concrete plate compare very positively indeed with the cost of servicing a
high-maintenance rail network.
All this makes the Kirow mobile pig-iron handling
system a future-proof investment.
Road beats rail!

As with all Kirow transporters, the operator’s safety
has been placed first during the vehicle’s development.
The Multi Mover, for instance, is supplied with overload
protection and a fire-extinguishing system.

6 A Multi Mover Y transferring a pig-iron ladle to the Multi Mover M

6 Pallet system means flexible applications

6 Multi Mover M transporting flat material

6 Ultimate manoeuvrability in small spaces with a steering lock of up to 90° achieved by articulated steering
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MAXIMUM SAFETY AND RELIABILITY.
KIROW TRANSPORTERS SET STANDARDS.

SLAG TRANSPORT.
SLAG TAURUS – SAFETY FIRST AND FOREMOST.

XL SAFETY
It is not without reason that operational safety in transport logistics at steelworks is a top priority. Only if transport systems work safely and reliably under extreme
conditions can they really be economical. Rationalising
things just to cut costs in that area is ill-advised. It is
essential that the safety of workers and equipment
can be guaranteed even under time pressure and that
mistakes that can lead to accidents are practically
excluded.

8 SLAG TAURUS

That is why Kirow places special emphasis on the
interplay between people and machinery in the steelworks environment. The control concept used for Kirow
transporters almost completely eliminates the possibility of incorrect operation from the outset. For example,
load-lifting functions are electronically monitored. We
can develop customised safety packages to support
our customers’ drivers. Kirow transporters are known
for their safe operation.
RELIABILITY IS THE BASIS OF SENSIBLE ACTION
A plant standstill is an extremely critical situation for
any steelworks operator, especially in view of the
potential costs it can incur. It is right not to compromise
when it comes to the durability and reliability of transporters that work under extremely tough three-shift
conditions for 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

TECHNICAL PARTNERSHIP FROM THE OUTSET
A fair and lasting partnership begins long before contracts are signed.

The Slag Taurus is the market leader in the field of
slag transport. Its properties and features speak for
themselves:

Together with you, our experts can draw up tailor-made
solutions to meet your needs. We will gladly examine
the vehicle interfaces particular to your steelworks and
apply their practical knowledge in identifying solutions
which we have gathered over the course of hundreds
of applications. And we keep on developing with every
new project and with all of our customers. Custom
concepts do not necessarily contradict the process of
standardisation using proven components; rather this
approach is proof of our far-reaching knowledge.

ABSOLUTE SAFETY
We have redefined safety in slag transport with our
KISS (Kirow Integrated Safety System).
–– A tough, reliable industrial control unit monitors the
vehicle’s functions centrally and effectively prevents incorrect operation.
–– A colour graphic display shows the latest vehicle
status and provides information on functions that
are available or currently blocked.
–– A load display informs the driver of the current
load situation.
–– An active overload protection system protects the
driver and vehicle under critical loads.

During the offer phase our experts will assist you by
making suggestions about your driving routes and
pick-up positions and the tipping situation at the dumping area, as well as providing conceptual advice about
slag pots.
And of course we are available to our customers for
help and advice once we have delivered our product.
Whether you need our experts to identify a fault quickly
or you need spare parts, vehicle inspections, after-sale
training and coaching, or you require a repair service –
we are always on call.

Comprehensive safety packages such as camera
systems and fire-extinguishing equipment make the
Slag Taurus even safer.

We are aware of this responsibility. To us, it begins with
a highly conservative vehicle frame design and encompasses the exclusive use of top-class components
that have already proven themselves over years in
numerous steelworks applications. Kirow transporters
have demonstrated their worth in practice and earned
themselves a reputation for outstanding reliability over
past decades among numerous big-name customers.
The first ever transporter, delivered in 1997, is still busy
doing its rounds with its original steel structure.
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6 The Slag Taurus’ safety system

PALLET LOGISTICS.
VERSATILITY AND EFFICIENCY
FOR LOW TRANSPORT COSTS.

8 MULTI MOVER M AND Y

Transport tasks in steelworks can be very diverse.
Scrap, slabs, sheet metal, coils and rods all need to
be moved safely and quickly. And none of that can be
allowed to impede the operation of the steelworks.

It consists of:
–– Three rubber-tyred Multi Mover M units for transporting complete pig-iron ladles from the blast
furnace to the converter.
–– A compact Multi Mover Y mobile ladle crane for
cooling the pig iron near the blast furnace.
–– A concrete plate which connects blast furnace and
converter
Controlled remotely, the Multi Movers simply drive
across the concrete plate to the converter. This
system requires minimal space – no more complex rail
systems for transport cars or ladle cranes.
PROVEN SYSTEM FEATURING HIGH RELIABILITY
AND SAFETY
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system has been running in three-shift operation for many years at TKCSA
and Posco Krakatau.
Top-level components, ingenious heat protection and
generously designed steel structures and machinery
for non-stop operation are what guarantee its reliability. Its drive and control systems are designed
redundantly so that in the unlikely event of a drive or
controller failure, the vehicle can keep moving.

This is precisely where pallet logistics come in. Using
pallets enables loading to take place without the vehicle being present. Pallets that match all the different
kinds of goods being loaded can all be moved around
using just one transporter. To choose a Kirow pallet
system is to opt for flexible, future-proof logistics.

Approximately 70% was saved on investment costs in
the TKCSA and Posco Krakatau projects.
Upgrades are easier and cheaper – especially compared with rail-bound transport systems.

We have a choice of two types of vehicle. Firstly, there
is the Kirow Multi Mover whose modular design makes
it suitable for heavy loads of over 200 tonnes and, secondly, there is the Kirow Multi Flexus which can be used
in many different ways for loads of up to 200 tonnes.

UNBEATABLY LOW OPERATING AND
MAINTENANCE COSTS
The pig iron in the ladles transported by the Multi
Movers is much hotter when put into the converter
than it is coming off a rail-bound system. That means
significantly less energy has to be put into the pig iron
for the production of steel.

8 MULTI MOVER

THE MULTI MOVER IS THE IDEAL SYSTEM
WHEN MAXIMUM MANOEUVRABILITY IS REQUIRED IN SMALL SPACES.

That in turn means lower energy costs in the steelmaking process because completely full pig-iron ladles
can be driven directly and by the shortest route from
the blast furnace to the converter. The time-consuming decanting process required for torpedo cars is eliminated. Transport times using mobile equipment are
also much less than for moving, shunting and servicing
the pig iron in torpedo cars on a rail network.

With a conservatively designed load-bearing structure,
components with high service lives, high spare-part
and service availability and low operating and repair
costs (therefore high productivity) – the Slag Taurus
pays for itself within just a few years of use. Unbeatably low life-cycle costs have been achieved because
the Slag Taurus focuses on safety and reliability.

6 The Slag Taurus P
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MOBILE PIG IRON TRANSPORT.
SPACE-SAVING AND EFFICIENT –
THE NEW WAY OF TRANSPORTING PIG IRON.

MOBILITY FACILITATES UNIQUE WORKING
METHODS
Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system is the most
efficient method of transporting pig iron from blast
furnace to converter.

That is why, we feel, quality pays off in the long run.
Our Caterpillar articulated steering is an example of
the kind of reliability that reduces life-cycle costs. It
has a service life of more than 20,000 non-stop hours.

6

6 The Slag Taurus: safety comes first!

Kirow’s mobile pig-iron handling system minimises investment, operation and energy costs while providing
maximum flexibility.

LIFE-CYCLE COSTS
Investment costs make up only a small part of lifecycle costs when considering a purchase. Operating
costs throughout a vehicle’s lifespan are much more
important to consider.

2

Slag Taurus: selected safety features
1.
Comprehensive lighting and warning lamps
2.
Large protection canopy
3.
Ergonomic ascents and railings
4.
Fire-extinguishing systems / extinguishers
5.
Emergency hydraulic linkage
6.
Rear side of protection canopy featuring wire-reinforced glass, 		
louvre windows and escape route

LOW INVESTMENT COSTS, HIGHER FLEXIBILITY
More benefits: unbeatably low investment costs for
vehicles and ladle crane compared with the numerous
torpedo cars required and an inflexible stationary ladle
crane; a cost-effective concrete plate as opposed to
costly tracks for cars and crane; and much less space
required.

RELIABILITY
The Slag Taurus is extremely fail-safe, field-tested and
reliable – even after years of use, on account of its
high level of standardisation. Its durability is legendary
and numerous customers have demonstrated that by
reordering.
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CONTACT
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Numerous protective covers
Emergency descent ladder
Camera systems
Preparation for refractory lining
Protected pipes
Chain guard for rear axle
Encapsulated outriggers

6 The Slag Taurus U with U-frame steel structure

8 MULTI FLEXUS
TWO VERSIONS FOR MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
Multi Flexus is an articulated steering vehicle concept
with hydromechanical drive. Its logistical advantage is,
as with the Multi Mover, that loading can take place
independently of the vehicle.

MOBILITY
Pendulum axles, hydraulic axle load compensation as
well as multiple, independently driven bogies facilitate
safe operation even on difficult terrain. Uneven surfaces, such as those commonly encountered in scrap
and storage yards, are mastered with ease by the
Kirow Multi Mover and its big earth mover or super-elastic solid tyres.

The Multi Flexus F transports pallets that can be picked
up from below. It can handle applications involving
skips for scrap, semi-finished products such as slabs,
sheet metal and coils, as well as ladle transport. It can
also be used to carry plant components such as a
newly delivered tundish.

THE SYSTEM FOR HIGH LOAD DENSITIES
The Multi Mover is extremely compact considering how
much it can carry. For example, a 280-tonner has only
four axle lines which makes it exceedingly short and
therefore suited to high load densities. This guarantees
you maximum handling performance.

The Multi Flexus D transports smaller loads and is
unbeatable in its flexibility. Scrap transport in chutes
and skips, tinder, slurry, coils, slab end pieces, filter
dust, waste containers – these are but a few examples
of applications. Ladles and flat pallets are lifted directly
off the floor and are extremely economical to manufacture as well as immensely versatile. And of course,
the Multi Flexus D also has a tipping system.

CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS
The Multi Mover component modules consist of bogies,
power pack and over- and under-floor cabins, all of
which are configured according to customers’ requirements, giving them tailor-made solutions for their transport jobs. At the same time, they can enjoy the benefits
of a modular system, such as proven technology and
fast spare-parts availability.

6 Multi Mover M transporting a scrap basket
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MULTIPLE USES – EXTENDABLE SYSTEM
Because the Multi Flexus comes in various different
versions, there are many different ways you can use it
to fulfil all of your transport tasks.
It is easy to change and extend your transport activities if you have a Multi Flexus. This system can be
extended quickly, easily and cheaply while retaining the
same pallet and ladle interface dimensions.
THE POWER TO PERFORM IN SMALL SPACES
An example: a Multi Flexus F can replace three conventional trucks for the transport of scrap while requiring fewer people to drive it. Its handling capacity is also
much greater, since the vehicle does not have to wait
until it is loaded.
Conventional truck and trailer systems are much less
flexible. There are drawbacks in manoeuvring, such as
poor rear visibility, as well as inconvenient waiting while
trailers are changed and services such as hydraulics
and electrics are connected.
PROVEN TECHNOLOGY FROM THE SLAG TAURUS
The technology that has been proving itself for years
in the Slag Taurus is also used in the Multi Flexus. A
prime mover with hydromechanical drive, articulated
steering with an extremely long service life, strong steel
construction giving the vehicle extra durability – all of
these feature in the Multi Flexus as well, making it a
genuine Kirow through and through.

6 Multi Flexus F driving in beneath a skip

BOGIE STEERING FOR MANOEUVRABILITY
The Kirow Multi Mover is equipped with fully steerable
bogies making it extremely manoeuvrable, even when
space is tight.

The mobile system also has very low maintenance
costs. Short distances on a strong concrete plate compare very positively indeed with the cost of servicing a
high-maintenance rail network.
All this makes the Kirow mobile pig-iron handling
system a future-proof investment.
Road beats rail!

As with all Kirow transporters, the operator’s safety
has been placed first during the vehicle’s development.
The Multi Mover, for instance, is supplied with overload
protection and a fire-extinguishing system.

6 A Multi Mover Y transferring a pig-iron ladle to the Multi Mover M

6 Pallet system means flexible applications

6 Multi Mover M transporting flat material

6 Ultimate manoeuvrability in small spaces with a steering lock of up to 90° achieved by articulated steering

6 Multi Flexus D tipping heavy scrap

